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A máquina do mundo
Carlos Drummond de Andrade

E como eu palmilhasse vagamente
uma estrada de Minas, pedregosa,
e no fecho da tarde um sino rouco

And as I slowly rambled down
a stony road in Minas Gerais,
and late in the day a hoarse bell

se misturasse ao som de meus sapatos
que era pausado e seco; e aves pairassem
no céu de chumbo, e suas formas pretas

blended with the dry, punctual
sound of my shoes, and as birds hovered
in the leaden sky, their black shapes

lentamente se fossem diluindo
na escuridão maior, vinda dos montes
e de meu próprio ser desenganado,

slowly dissolving into the larger
darkness that came from the hills
and from my own disillusioned self,

a máquina do mundo se entreabriu
para quem de a romper já se esquivava
e só de o ter pensado se carpia.

the Machine of the World began to open
for one who’d lost all desire to breach it
and mourned for once having wanted to.

Abriu-se majestosa e circunspecta,
sem emitir um som que fosse impuro
nem um clarão maior que o tolerável

Majestic and circumspect it opened,
without emitting one impure sound
nor more light than could be suffered

pelas pupilas gastas na inspeção
contínua e dolorosa do deserto,
e pela mente exausta de mentar

by these pupils sore from scanning
so much desert, or this mind
exhausted from imagining

toda uma realidade que transcende
a própria imagem sua debuxada
no rosto do mistério, nos abismos.

an entire reality that transcends
its selfsame image drawn
on the face of mystery, in the depths.

Abriu-se em calma pura, e convidando
quantos sentidos e intuições restavam
a quem de os ter usado os já perdera

With perfect calm it opened, and bidding
whatever senses and intuitions
remained to one who’d worn them out

e nem desejaria recobrá-los,
se em vão e para sempre repetimos
os mesmos sem roteiro tristes périplos,

and no longer wished to recover them,
since over and over in vain we repeat
the same sad journeys to nowhere –

convidando-os a todos, em coorte,
a se aplicarem sobre o pasto inédito
da natureza mítica das coisas,

bidding those remnants, one and all,
to feast on this unheard-of meal
and taste the mythic nature of things,

assim me disse, embora voz alguma
ou sopro ou eco ou simples percussão
atestasse que alguém, sobre a montanha,

it said to me, although no voice
or breath or whisper or simple noise
suggested that someone, above the mountain,
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a outro alguém, noturno e miserável,
em colóquio se estava dirigindo:
«O que procuraste em ti ou fora de

was making this speech to another someone,
disconsolate and filled with night:
“What you’ve sought in yourself or outside

teu ser restrito e nunca se mostrou,
mesmo afetando dar-se ou se rendendo,
e a cada instante mais se retraindo,

your limited self and never been shown,
at times being fooled, as if you were close,
even as it drew farther away,

olha, repara, ausculta: essa riqueza
sobrante a toda pérola, essa ciência
sublime e formidável, mas hermética,

look, take note, listen: that treasure
worth more than any pearl, that noble
and mighty but hermetic science,

essa total explicação da vida,
esse nexo primeiro e singular,
que nem concebes mais, pois tão esquivo

that total explanation of life,
that first and singular nexus, which now
you can’t even conceive, so elusive

se revelou ante a pesquisa ardente
em que te consumiste … vê, contempla,
abre teu peito para agasalhá-lo.»

was it while you spent your strength
in ardent research … go ahead, look at it,
open your breast to give it shelter.”

As mais soberbas pontes e edifícios,
o que nas oficinas se elabora,
o que pensado foi e logo atinge

The stateliest bridges and buildings,
the things created in workshops,
the things that, born of thought, travel

distância superior ao pensamento,
os recursos da terra dominados,
e as paixões e os impulsos e os tormentos

far beyond our thinking,
the harnessing of earth’s resources,
our passions, torments, and impulses

e tudo que define o ser terrestre
ou se prolonga até nos animais
e chega às plantas para se embeber

and all that defines our earthly being
and perhaps extends to animals
and reaches plants to be absorbed

no sono rancoroso dos minérios,
dá volta ao mundo e torna a se engolfar
na estranha ordem geométrica de tudo,

in the rancorous sleep of mineral ores,
circling the world before sinking back
into the strange geometrical order

e o absurdo original e seus enigmas,
suas verdades altas mais que todos
monumentos erguidos à verdade;

of all that is, and the primordial
absurdity, its riddles, its truths
above all monuments raised to truth,

e a memória dos deuses, e o solene
sentimento de morte, que floresce
no caule da existência mais gloriosa,

and the gods from every age, and the solemn
feeling of death, which also thrives
on the stalk of the most sublime existence –
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tudo se apresentou nesse relance
e me chamou para seu reino augusto,
afinal submetido à vista humana.

all of it appeared to me in that flash
and summoned me to its august realm,
submitted at last to human vision.

Mas, como eu relutasse em responder
a tal apelo assim maravilhoso,
pois a fé se abrandara, e mesmo o anseio,

But since I was slow to respond
to that so wondrous invitation,
my faith having waned, and even my yearning,

a esperança mais mínima—esse anelo
de ver desvanecida a treva espessa
que entre os raios do sol inda se filtra;

even my slightest hope—the wish
that the trace of gloomy dark still lurking
amid the sun’s bright rays would vanish;

como defuntas crenças convocadas
presto e fremente não se produzissem
a de novo tingir a neutra face

and since my dead beliefs, when summoned,
did not in frenzied haste emerge
to color once more the neutral face

que vou pelos caminhos demonstrando,
e como se outro ser, não mais aquele
habitante de mim há tantos anos,

I wear on the paths I follow;
and as if another self, in place of
the one who has lived in me for years,

passasse a comandar minha vontade
que, já de si volúvel, se cerrava
semelhante a essas flores reticentes

had taken over my already fickle
will, which promptly and tightly closed
like one of those reticent flowers

em si mesmas abertas e fechadas;
como se um dom tardio já não fora
apetecível, antes despiciendo,

both open and shut within themselves,
as if a belated gift had ceased
to appeal and instead deserved disdain,

baixei os olhos, incurioso, lasso,
desdenhando colher a coisa oferta
que se abria gratuita a meu engenho.

I lowered my eyes, indifferent, tired,
scorning the thing that had opened up
to give itself to my understanding.

A treva mais estrita já pousara
sobre a estrada de Minas, pedregosa,
e a máquina do mundo, repelida,

The sternest dark had already settled
on the stony road of Minas Gerais,
and the Machine of the World, rejected,

se foi miudamente recompondo,
enquanto eu, avaliando o que perdera,
seguia vagaroso, de mãos pensas.

put itself carefully back together
while I went on my way, hands
at my sides, weighing what I had lost.
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Os Lusíadas, Canto X
Luís Vaz de Camões
Despois que a corporal necessidade
Se satisfez do mantimento nobre,
E na harmonia e doce suavidade
Viram os altos feitos que descobre,
Tétis, de graça ornada e gravidade,
Pera que com mais alta glória dobre
As festas deste alegre e claro dia,
Pera o felice Gama assi dizia:

75

When man’s corporeal necessity
was with the noble viands satisfied,
and when in sweet melodious suavity,
all had their lofty future feats descried;
Tethys, with grace adorned and gravity,
that with a higher pomp and double pride
be crowned the revels of this joyous day,
to glad and happy Gama thus ‘gan say : –

– «Faz-te mercê, barão, a Sapiência
Suprema de, cos olhos corporais,
Veres o que não pode a vã ciência
Dos errados e míseros mortais.
Sigue-me firme e forte, com prudência,
Por este monte espesso, tu cos mais.»
Assi lhe diz e o guia por um mato
Árduo, difícil, duro a humano trato.

76

“To thee Supremest Wisdom guerdon gave,
Baron ! who hast beheld with fleshly eyne
what things the Future hath the pow’er to save
from Mortals’ petty pride and science vain.
Follow me firmly, prudent as thou’rt brave,
to yonder craggy brake with all thy train !”
Thus she, and straightway through a long wood led
arduous, gloomy, fere for foot to tread,

Não andam muito que no erguido cume
Se acharam, onde um campo se esmaltava
De esmeraldas, rubis, tais que presume
A vista que divino chão pisava.
Aqui um globo vêm no ar, que o lume
Claríssimo por ele penetrava,
De modo que o seu centro está evidente,
Como a sua superfícia, claramente.

77

Nor far they stepped when on culm’inant height
where stretcht a gem-enameld mead they stood ;
Smaragd and Ruby-strewn, so rich the sight
presumed ‘twas Paradisial floor they trod :
Here swimmeth air a Globe through which the light
of purest radiance pierced in such mode
that as its polisht surface clearest clear,
so doth its centre and its core appear.

Qual a matéria seja não se enxerga,
Mas enxerga-se bem que está composto
De vários orbes, que a Divina verga
Compôs, e um centro a todos só tem posto.
Volvendo, ora se abaxe, agora se erga,
Nunca s’ ergue ou se abaxa, e um mesmo rosto
Por toda a parte tem; e em toda a parte
Começa e acaba, enfim, por divina arte,

78

What mote its matter be escapes their eyes,
yet ‘scapes them not it holdeth in embrace
var’ious Orbs, by wand of Him All-wise
disposed to circle round one central place :
Rolling it sinks and then returns to rise,
and yet ne sinks ne rises ; while one face
is shown to all and every part, each part
begins in fine and ends with heav’enly art :

Uniforme, perfeito, em si sustido,
Qual, enfim, o Arquetipo que o criou.
Vendo o Gama este globo, comovido
De espanto e de desejo ali ficou.
Diz-lhe a Deusa: – «O transunto, reduzido
Em pequeno volume, aqui te dou
Do Mundo aos olhos teus, pera que vejas
Por onde vás e irás e o que desejas.

79

Uniform, perfect, and self-poised it be,
like th’ Archetype who drew the grand design.
Stood Gama overwhelmed this globe to see
with joy, and hope its nature to divine :
When thus the Goddess : – “Here th’ Epitome,
in little volume, to those eyes of thine
I give the gen’eral World, so shalt thou view
where goest thou, shalt go, and what shalt do.
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80
«Vês aqui a grande máquina do Mundo,
Etérea e elemental, que fabricada
Assi foi do Saber, alto e profundo,
Que é sem princípio e meta limitada.
Quem cerca em derredor este rotundo
Globo e sua superfícia tão limada,
É Deus: mas o que é Deus, ninguém o entende,
Que a tanto o engenho humano não se estende.

“Here see the mighty World-machine appear,
ethereal where the fourfold el’ements blend,
made by His deep design, His lofty lere,
who lacks beginning and who has no end.
He who surrounding holds this shapely sphere,
this globe in filèd surface packt and pen’d,
is God : But what God is th’ intelligence
of mortal genius ne’er shall dare pretence.

«Este orbe que, primeiro, vai cercando
Os outros mais pequenos que em si tem,
Que está com luz tão clara radiando
Que a vista cega e a mente vil também,
Empíreo se nomeia, onde logrando
Puras almas estão daquele Bem
Tamanho, que ele só se entende e alcança,
De quem não há no mundo semelhança.

81

“This primal Orb, that rolling doth enclose
the lesser circles in its lines confin’d ;
this Sphere, whose flood of clearest radiance flows
blinding man’s vision and his vulgar mind
is hight th’ Empyrean : 1 Here the Blest repose,
here perfect Spirits bliss eternal find,
ineffable joys which He alone may ken
Who hath no likeness in the World of Men.

«Aqui, só verdadeiros, gloriosos
Divos estão, porque eu, Saturno e Jano,
Júpiter, Juno, fomos fabulosos,
Fingidos de mortal e cego engano.
Só pera fazer versos deleitosos
Servimos; e, se mais o trato humano
Nos pode dar, é só que o nome nosso
Nestas estrelas pôs o engenho vosso.

82

“Only to this Imperial Sphere belong
the Gods of Truth ; for Saturn, Janus, I,
Jove and his Juno are a fabled throng,
a mortal figment, a blind phantasy :
Only to deck the Poet’s sprightly song
we served ; and, if more humanity
we gained of man, ‘twas that his wit hath given
our names and natures to the stars of Heaven :

«E também, porque a santa Providência,
Que em Júpiter aqui se representa,
Por espíritos mil que têm prudência
Governa o Mundo todo que sustenta
(Ensina-lo a profética ciência,
Em muitos dos exemplos que apresenta);
Os que são bons, guiando, favorecem,
Os maus, em quanto podem, nos empecem;

83

“And, eke, because that Holy Providence, –
the Jupiter of mythologick strain, –
by thousand Spirits wise in perfect sense,
ruleth all mundane things it doth sustain.
Prophetick Science doth this Truth dispense,
a Truth so many instances maintain :
Sprites that be good aye guide and favour man,
the bad his course impede whene’er they can.

«Quer logo aqui a pintura que varia
Agora deleitando, ora ensinando,
Dar-lhe nomes que a antiga Poesia
A seus Deuses já dera, tabulando;
Que os Anjos de celeste companhia
Deuses o sacro verso está chamando,
Nem nega que esse nome preminente
Também aos maus se dá, mas falsamente.

84

“Here willèd Picture, lief with change to play
pleasing and teaching, mixing gay and grave,
to give them titles which your olden lay
to fabled Gods in poet-fables gave :
For even th’ Angels of th’ eternal day
as Gods enrollèd were in sacred stave ;
which e’en denies not such exalted name
sometimes to sinner though with falsest claim.
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«Enfim que o Sumo Deus, que por segundas
Causas obra no Mundo, tudo manda.
E tornando a contar-te das profundas
Obras da Mão Divina veneranda,
Debaxo deste círculo onde as mundas
Almas divinas gozam, que não anda,
Outro corre, tão leve e tão ligeiro
Que não se enxerga: é o Móbile primeiro.

85

“In fine the God Supreme who works His will
by second worldly causes, all commands :
Return we now the works profound to tell
of His divine and venerated Hands.
Beneath this circle, where all blissful dwell
pure godly Sprites, which fixt for ever stands,
another rolleth, and so swift none see
its course : This is the Primum Mobilé :

«Com este rapto e grande movimento
Vão todos os que dentro tem no seio;
Por obra deste, o Sol, andando a tento,
O dia e noite faz, com curso alheio.
Debaxo deste leve, anda outro lento,
Tão lento e sojugado a duro freio,
Que enquanto Febo, de luz nunca escasso,
Duzentos cursos faz, dá ele um passo.

86

“And with its rapt and rapid whirl it drags
all lesser spherelets which its womb containeth :
By work of this the Sun who never flags
with alien courses Day and Night sustaineth :
‘Neath this swift orb another orb slow lags,
so slow, so hard a curb its ardour reineth,
while Phoebus makes, with ever splendid face,
two hundred rounds, this moves a single pace.

«Olha estoutro debaxo, que esmaltado
De corpos lisos anda e radiantes,
Que também nele tem curso ordenado
E nos seus axes correm cintilantes.
Bem vês como se veste e faz ornado
Co largo Cinto d’ ouro, que estelantes
Animais doze traz afigurados,
Apousentos de Febo limitados.

87

“Lower this other view,enamel’d gay
with burnisht figures gleaming radiant bright ;
which in it too hold constant ordered way,
orbs on their axes scintillant empight :
Thou seest well ‘tis dight with brave array
of broad and golden Zone, the Zodiac hight,
wherein twelve starry forms of an’imals shine,
that Phoebus’ mansions limit and define.

«Olha por outras partes a pintura
Que as Estrelas fulgentes vão fazendo:
Olha a Carreta, atenta a Cinosura,
Andrómeda e seu pai, e o Drago horrendo;
Vê de Cassiopeia a formosura
E do Orionte o gesto turbulento;
Olha o Cisne morrendo que suspira,
A Lebre e os Cães, a Nau e a doce Lira.

88

“Behold in other parts the portraiture,
limned by the Stars that sparkling glances shed :
Behold the Wain, attend the Cynosure,
and, with her fierce Worm-father, Andromed :
See Cassiopeia’s beauty lovely pure,
with turbulent Orion’s gesture dread:
Behold the Swan that doth in song expire,
the Hare and Hounds, the Ship and dulcet Lyre.

«Debaxo deste grande Firmamento,
Vês o céu de Saturno, Deus antigo;
Júpiter logo faz o movimento,
E Marte abaxo, bélico inimigo;
O claro Olho do céu, no quarto assento,
E Vénus, que os amores traz consigo;
Mercúrio, de eloquência soberana;
Com três rostos, debaxo vai Diana.

89

“Beneath this firmamental canopy
thou seest Saturn’s sky, that Godhead old :
With faster flight doth Jove below him fly,
and Mars yet lower, bellick planet bold :
In the fourth seat shines Heaven’s radiant eye ;
then Venus leadeth all her Loves enrol’d ;
Mercury wends with eloquence divine ;
and ‘neath him Dian showeth faces trine.
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«Em todos estes orbes, diferente
Curso verás, nuns grave e noutros leve;
Ora fogem do Centro longamente,
Ora da Terra estão caminho breve,
Bem como quis o Padre omnipotente,
Que o fogo fez e o ar, o vento e neve,
Os quais verás que jazem mais a dentro
E tem co Mar a Terra por seu centro.

90

“In all these orbits motion diflerent
shalt see ; in these ‘tis swift, in those ‘tis slow ;
now fly they farthest from the firmament,
then sweep they nearest earth that lurks below ;
even so willed the Sire Omnipotent,
who made the Fire and Air, the Wind and Snow :
These lie more inward, as thou shalt be shown,
and Earth with Ocean for their centre own.

«Neste centro, pousada dos humanos,
Que não sòmente, ousados, se contentam
De sofrerem da terra firme os danos,
Mas inda o mar instábil exprimentam,
Verás as várias partes, que os insanos
Mares dividem, onde se apousentam
Várias nações que mandam vários Reis,
Vários costumes seus e várias leis.

91

“Within this centre, Inn of humankind,
whose reckless spirits not alone defy
sufferings and ills to stable Earth confine’d,
but e’en the Sea’s fierce instability ;
thou shalt see various Continents define’d
by blindly raging tides, where parted lie
the various Realms which various monarchs sway,
whose varied Customs varied laws obey.

(...)

(...)
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Imagem extraída de Padre Himalaya – Antologia com Textos Inéditos,
Jacinto Rodrigues e Rosa Oliveira, Município de Arcos de Valdevez, 2013, p. 519.
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The Reality-Based Community
Erika Balsom
Originally published in e-flux journal #83
Is it really our duty to add fresh ruins to fields of ruins?
– Bruno Latour

Have you heard that reality has collapsed? Post-truth politics, the death
of facts, fake news, deep-state conspiracies, paranoia on the rise. Such
pronouncements are often feverish objections to a nightmarish condition.
Yet inside the echo chamber of twenty-first-century communication, their
anxiety-ridden recirculation can exacerbate the very conditions they attempt
to describe and decry. In asserting the indiscernibility of fact and fiction, the
panicked statement that reality has collapsed at times accomplishes little but
furthering the collapse of reality. Proclaiming the unreality of the present
lifts the heavy burdens of gravity, belief, and action, effecting a great leveling
whereby all statements float by, cloaked in doubt.
Against this rhetoric, a different proclamation: I want to live in the realitybased community. It is an imagined community founded in a practice of care
for this most fragile of concepts. My desire, to some, is pitifully outmoded.
Already in 2004, a presidential aide – widely speculated to be Karl Rove,
deputy chief of staff to George W. Bush – told New York Times journalist Ron
Suskind that any attachment to the considered observation and analysis of
reality placed one hopelessly behind the times:
The aide said that guys like me were “in what we call the reality-based
community,” which he defined as people who “believe that solutions emerge
from your judicious study of discernible reality.” I nodded and murmured
something about enlightenment principles and empiricism. He cut me off.
“That’s not the way the world really works anymore,” he continued. “We’re
an empire now, and when we act, we create our own reality.”1

Faced with such imperial fabrication, the likes of which have only
intensified in the years since Rove’s statement, the “judicious study of
discernible reality” becomes a task of the greatest urgency – not despite but
19
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because so many claim it is not the way the world really works anymore.
I, too, attended all those graduate school seminars in which we learned to
deconstruct Enlightenment principles and mistrust empiricism, but given the
state of things, it’s starting to look like they might need salvaging.
*
Imagined communities are called into being through media, and the
reality-based community is no different. Documentary cinema is its privileged
means of imagination. Why? With a frequency not found in other forms
of nonfiction image-making, documentary reflects on its relationship to
truth. And unlike the written word, it partakes of an indexical bond to
the real, offering a mediated encounter with physical reality in which a
heightened attunement to the actuality of our shared world becomes possible.
But precisely for these same reasons, documentary is simultaneously a
battleground, a terrain upon which commitments to reality are challenged
and interrogated. To examine the vanguard of documentary theory and
practice over the last thirty years, for instance, is to encounter a deep and
pervasive suspicion of its relationship to the real and, more particularly,
a robust rejection of its observational mode, a strain that minimizes the
intervention of the filmmaker, eschews commentary, and accords primacy
to lens-based capture.2 In the glare of the present, these arguments must be
revisited and their contemporary efficacy interrogated.
In the 1990s, the advent of digitization sparked new fears that photographs
could no longer be trusted. The spectre of easy manipulation hovered over
the digital image, threatening its evidentiary value. Reality was seen to be an
effect of images rather than their cause; photographic truth was debunked
as a discursive construction, the power of the indexical guarantee deflated.3
Postmodernism heralded a realignment of epistemological foundations, with
notions like historicity, truth, and objectivity coming under interrogation.
Textualism reigned. If all images are the product of convention, of the play
of codes, then what is the difference between fiction and nonfiction? As
the argument went, reality, fiction, it makes no difference, everything is a
construction, we live in a forest of signs. Jean Baudrillard infamously posited
that we were experiencing a fading of the real, a pervasive derealization he saw
as intimately linked to technology and in particular to technologies of image
20
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reproduction like cinema and television, which offer powerful-yet-bogus
impressions of reality in the absence of reality itself. In a chapter called “The
Murder of the Real,” Baudrillard offered his diagnosis in a typically totalizing
manner: “In our virtual world, the question of the Real, of the referent, of the
subject and its object, can no longer even be posed.”4
These conditions understandably provoked a crisis for documentary.
As Brian Winston put it in 1995, “Postmodernist concern transforms
‘actuality,’ that which ties documentary to science, from a legitimation into
an ideological burden.”5 The assault on documentary came from both sides:
its authority was eroded by simulationism’s liquidation of referentiality, but
occurred equally in the name of a progressive politics, as part of a critical
project that sought to dismantle false, ideological notions like objectivity,
authenticity, and neutrality – spurious concepts that had long denied their
constructedness, masquerading instead as essences that concealed complicity
with a will to power.
This crisis was, like so many are, a catalyst of rejuvenation. An
efflorescence of “new documentary,” as Linda Williams called it in a landmark
1993 text, responded to technological change and epistemological uncertainty
by turning to reflexivity, artifice, and performativity.6 These films took
seriously postmodern critiques, but rather than succumb to cynicism, they
foregrounded the construction of contingent truths. They took up strategies of
reenactment, essayism, heightened subjectivism, and docufiction, delighting
in precisely those forms of contamination once deemed anathema, and were
accompanied by an efflorescence of critical writing that sought to take stock of
these developments. The “blurring of boundaries” was held to be an inviolably
noble goal. As the new millennium began, critics would repeatedly point to
precisely these characteristics as typical of contemporary art’s “documentary
turn.” For some, these strategies were evidence of a sophisticated approach
to questions of truth that favorably differentiated them from that poor straw
man, “traditional documentary.”7
Paul Arthur has noted that each period of documentary is engaged in a
polemical contestation of the one before it8, and the 1990s are no exception.
Through all of these calls for impurity, through all of this lobbying for
the salience of precisely those techniques once outlawed by documentary
21
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orthodoxy, a bad object emerged: the observational mode, indicted for
an apparently positivist belief in the real and a disavowal of mediation.
The problem with this form of “traditional documentary” was that it was
understood as asserting, rather than questioning, its relationship to reality.
It lacked the requisite reflexivity. Or so the argument went – in propping
up observational documentary as a bad object, its aims and strategies were
at times prey to oversimplification. Whether implicitly or explicitly, critics,
artists, and filmmakers positioned at the intersection of documentary and
art decried the naturalistic capture of phenomenal reality as a stupid fetish:
stupid, because it relied on the machinic dumbness of copying appearances
rather than the creative transformations associated with artfulness; a fetish,
since its impression of immediacy was a mystification in desperate need
of unveiling by the non-duped who know better and acknowledge the
constructedness of all representation. The notion that cinema suffers when
it simply duplicates appearances goes back to Grierson’s renowned dictum
that documentary is the “creative treatment of actuality,” and even farther,
to 1920s film theory, where it is deeply tied to claims for film as art9. It is
unsurprising, then, that when documentary entered contemporary art, a
similar phobia of the facticity of recording accompanied it, amplified by a
theoretical climate still indebted to postmodernism and poststructuralism.
Of course, lens-based capture persisted as a means of making images, but
its unadorned primacy, the idea that it offers privileged access to unstaged
reality, was the sacrificial lamb at a postmodern slaughter. The very title of
Williams’s essay, “Mirrors Without Memories,” underlines the historical
unavailability of the observational mode at her time of writing: she proposes
that the photographic image is not, as Oliver Wendell Holmes suggested
in 1859, a mirror with a memory but rather “a hall of mirrors.”10 Winston
went even farther, wagering that documentary’s very survival depended on
“removing its claim to the real”; it was best to “roll with the epistemological
blow, abandoning the claim to evidence.”11
More than twenty years later, nothing and everything is different.
The toxic erosion of historical consciousness continues unabated. The
constructivist pressure on truth and objectivity feels stronger than ever
– indeed, such notions lie in ruins – but the emancipatory potential that
initially accompanied the articulation of this critique has dissipated. We
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live in an age of “alternative facts,” in which the intermingling of reality and
fiction, so prized in a certain kind of documentary practice since the 1990s,
appears odiously all around us. Questioning documentary’s access to the real
was once oppositional: it broke away from a pseudoscientific conception of
documentary that saw truth as guaranteed by direct inscription. When Trinh
Minh-ha wrote in 1990 that “there is no such thing as documentary,” she
wrote against this ingrained tradition.12 But many of the things for which
Trinh advocated are now commonplace. Experimental documentary did
largely follow Winston’s call to abandon its claim to evidence, foregoing fact
for “ecstatic truth,” Werner Herzog’s term for a truth “deeper” than that
offered by the observation of reality, accessible only through “fabrication and
imagination.”13 There is a lurking Platonism here: appearances are understood
as deceptive seductions incapable of leading to knowledge. Meanwhile, essay
films – with their meditative, questioning voice-overs – are everywhere, a
veritable genre. The notion that we best access reality through artifice is the
new orthodoxy.
No one assumes any longer, if they ever did, that there is a mirrored
isomorphism between reality and representation or that the act of filming
can be wholly noninterventionist. To assert such things is to tell us what
we already know. And so why does it happen so often, whether explicitly or
implicitly, in documentary theory and practice? What does it accomplish?
Perhaps it is just inertia, a repetition of received ideas that stem from a
paradigm by now firmly established. Perhaps. Yet it also reconfirms a smug
and safe position for maker and viewer alike, guarding both against being
caught out as that most sorry of characters: the naive credulist. We all know
better than to believe. This might be called media literacy, but it also contains
a whiff of the cynicism Williams hoped the “new documentary” would ward
off. We breathe the stale, recirculated air of doubt.
Already in 1988, Donna Haraway recognized that though the critique of
objectivity had been necessary, there were dangers in proceeding too far down
the path of social constructivism.14 She warned that to do so is to relinquish
a needed claim on real, shared existence. Our planet is heating up. In the
realm of documentary, too, there is a visible world “out there,” the traces of
which persist in and through the codes of representation. It is a world that
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demands our attention in all its complexity and frailty. A pressing question
emerges: Is putting documentary’s claim to actuality under erasure through
reflexive devices in all cases still the front-line gesture it once was, or have
such strategies ossified into clichés that fail to offer the best response to the
present emergency? In light of current conditions, do we need to reevaluate
the denigration of fact inherent in the championing of “ecstatic truth”? This
is not to diminish the tremendous historical importance of such strategies,
which can remain viable, nor to malign all films that engage them. At best –
and there are countless examples of this – departures from objective reality
are enacted in order to lead back to truth, not to eradicate its possibility. At
worst, the insistence that documentary is forever invaded by fictionalization
leads to a dangerous relativism that annuls a distinction between truth and
falsity that we might rather want to fight for. And across this spectrum, we
find an underlying assumption that today requires interrogation: namely,
that the task of vanguard documentary is to problematize, rather than claim,
access to phenomenal reality.
Instead of taking for granted that there is something inherently desirable
about blurring the boundary between reality and fiction and something
inherently undesirable about minimizing an attention to processes of
mediation in the production of visible evidence, we must ask: Do we need
to be told by a film – sometimes relentlessly – that the image is constructed
lest we fall into the mystified abyss of mistaking a representation for reality?
Or can we be trusted to make these judgments for ourselves? If, recalling
Arthur’s formulation, every age of documentary rejects and responds to the
last, perhaps now is the time for a polemical contestation of the denigration of
observation. To echo Latour, the critique of documentary constructedness has
run out of steam.15
*
The interest of documentary lies in its ability to challenge dominant
formations, not to conform to or mimic them, and yet uncertainty and
doubt remain its contemporary watchwords, especially as it is articulated
within the art context. What would it be to instead affirm the facticity of
reality with care, and thereby temper the epistemological anxieties of today
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in lieu of reproducing them? How might a film take up a reparative relation
to an embattled real?16 It might involve assembling rather than dismantling,
fortifying belief rather than debunking false consciousness, love rather than
skepticism.
As a rule of thumb, bad objects do not stay bad objects forever; they
make unsurprising returns to favor when the time is right. In the work of a
number of important artists and filmmakers, a commitment to a reconceived
observational mode is visible. These works leave behind a pedagogy of
suspicion and instead assert the importance of the nonhuman automatism
of the camera as a means for encountering the world. Departing from the
now dominant paradigms of ecstatic truth and the essay film, they look to
the facticity of phenomenal reality and demand belief in it. I can hear the
objections: this is a return to positivism, a guileless trust in the transparency
of representation, a forgetting of all of the lessons we have learned. In fact,
no. This is no simple throwback to the positions of direct cinema, which have,
in any case, been unfairly characterized. Abstaining from techniques that
pry open the interval between reality and representation, including voiceover commentary, these films revive key elements of the observational mode
while challenging the epistemological claims that historically accompanied
it through strategies of partiality, blockage, and opacity. They seek not to
master the world but to remain faithful to it,17 creating for the viewer a time
and space of attunement in which a durational encounter with alterity and
contingency can occur, with no secure meaning assured.
The films made by individuals affiliated with Harvard’s Sensory
Ethnography Lab manifest diverse concerns and take up divergent formal
strategies. Nonetheless, across works such as Leviathan (2012, Lucien
Castaing-Taylor and Véréna Paravel), People’s Park (2012, Libbie D. Cohn
and J.P. Sniadecki), Manakamana (2013, Stephanie Spray and Pacho
Velez), and The Iron Ministry (2014, J. P. Sniadecki), one encounters a
shared reassertion of the possibilities of observation. These practices pursue
ethnography through cinema rather than through the written discourse
privileged by disciplinary anthropology, and thus it is fitting that the
conception of the moving image one finds within them seizes on the noncoded powers of lens-based capture rather than the reductive linguistic
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paradigm of codedness proper to theorizations of film inspired by Saussurean
semiotics. These films retreat from any posture of domination to instead
provide thick description of the irreducible complexity of the world, its vital
excessiveness and ambiguity. The modalities of vision one finds within them
are never that of a dislocated camera-eye that would assert possession of the
profilmic through the agency of the gaze. They are, rather, eminently situated
and specifically cinematic. In Leviathan, GoPro cameras are strapped to
laboring bodies and thrown into the ocean. In People’s Park, a seventy-eightminute long take is filmed from a wheelchair that winds its way through a
park in Chengdu, grounding the unfolding images within a spatiotemporal
continuity and asserting the primacy of the filmed object over and above
the subjective interventions of the filmmakers. In Manakmana and The Iron
Ministry, the cable car and the train carriage, respectively, form enclosures
that assure the mutual implication of filmmaker and subject. And in all four
films, an unobtrusive acknowledgement of mediation is discernible in strong
yet varied assertions of structure that intensify, rather than erode, their claims
on actuality.
To say that observation is today experiencing a rehabilitation is not to
suggest that commitments to it have been wholly absent in recent decades.
Harun Farocki is often closely associated with the tradition of the essay film,
but maintained for over thirty years a consistent practice of observational
documentary, often, as Volker Pantenburg has noted, filming situations
“marked by a sense of repetition and rehearsal” so as to install a degree of
reflexivity at the level of the filmed scene.18 Even though many of these works
were television commissions, this investment by no means waned following
Farocki’s entry into the art context. He deemed Serious Games (2009–10)
a “Direct Cinema film”,19 and in many ways it is: Farocki carefully details
the use of video game simulations for solider training and post-combat
rehabilitation without intervening and refrains from offering any commentary
until the limited intertitles of the fourth and final segment, “A Sun With
No Shadow.” In an interview with Hito Steyerl, he rather unfashionably
proclaimed himself a “devotee of cinéma vérité,” just as he was beginning the
observational project Labour in a Single Shot (2011–14), a collaboration with
Antje Ehmann.20 The pair conducted filmmaking workshops in fifteen cities
around the world in which people made single-shot films, one to two minutes
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in length. Aside from taking labor in a broad sense as their subject, these
films were governed by only one rule: as the title of the project suggests, there
could be no cuts, a parameter that forges an association with the preclassical
actualité and preserves the continuity of time. Despite this policy of montage
interdit, there is no presumption of total capture: the films’ short lengths
bespeak a rejection of totality. They are but fragments of larger processes that
remain largely out of frame.
When shown at the eighth edition of the Contour Biennale in Mechelen,
Belgium, Eric Baudelaire’s Also Known as Jihadi (2017) was presented in the
sixteenth-century Court of Savoy, once the seat of the Great Council and now
the home of the lower civil and criminal courts – a setting that underlined
the film’s engagement with the production of truth. In one regard, the film is
a remake of Masao Adachi’s 1969 masterpiece A.K.A. Serial Killer, in which
the director tests his notion of fûkeiron – landscape theory – which posits that
social forces become visible through observation of the built environment.
Following Adachi, Baudelaire’s film is composed of a series of long shots of
locations once traversed by a pathologized protagonist, in this case, Abdel
Aziz Mekki, accused of travelling from France to Syria to participate in jihad.
But Baudelaire departs significantly from the Japanese filmmaker by adding
a second component to his filmic vocabulary: legal documents from the
investigation into Mekki’s activities, introduced between the landscape shots.
The film thus engages in a comparative staging of two apparatuses tasked
with the production of truth – observational documentary and the legal
system – both of which are grounded in an evidential recording of reality that
Baudelaire shows to exist at a remove from any guarantee of understanding.
We are presented with evidence, yet Mekki’s motivations remain elusive. Also
Known as Jihadi poses the epistemological potential of fûkeiron as a question
rather than taking it as a given, but the film’s very existence demonstrates
Baudelaire’s conviction that this is a question worth asking. There is no overt
manipulation of the image, no voice-over to direct the viewer through a
poetic meditation on the impossibility of truth, no reenactment. Also Known
as Jihadi is an open inquiry into how the media of law and documentary
might – the conditional tense is fundamental – produce knowledge and how
they might fail. The film’s empty landscapes and reams of documents lead
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not to the arrogance of singular truth but to a suspended interval in which a
humble reckoning with the limits of comprehension and the inevitability of
unknowing occurs.
If there is one film that most powerfully underlines the stakes of
rehabilitating observation, it is Tonsler Park (2017), Kevin Jerome Everson’s
eighty-minute portrait of workers at a polling station in the titular area of
Charlottesville, Virginia, on November 8, 2016 – the day the current president
of the United States was elected. Using black-and-white 16mm film, Tonsler
Park consists of a series of long takes of the mostly African-American women
who facilitate the voting process for members of the local community.
For privacy reasons, Everson did not record synchronized sound; instead,
images shot with a telephoto lens are accompanied by wild sound captured
in the same place and on the same day, though not at precisely the same
moment as the image. This slight cleavage of image and sound ruptures any
possible impression of total capture, ushering the film away from discredited
notions of immediacy. This refusal of mastery is buttressed by the position
of Everson’s camera, which is out of the way, at some distance from the poll
workers who form the ostensible focus of the scene. People pass frequently
in front of the lens, close enough that only their torsos are visible. They
intermittently fill the frame with vast fields of grey and black, creating what
Everson has called, with reference to that most reflexive of avant-garde film
genres, a “human flicker.” The fullness of this reality does not yield to the
camera. It is grainy, monochrome, obstructed. Vision is blocked, yet the film
demands that we look nonetheless, that we look closely at an event at once
quotidian and historic, at people and activities that might otherwise never be
held up to view.
Foucault was right when he deemed visibility a trap. Exposure is violent;
it makes the surveilled subject vulnerable to capture by apparatuses of power.
Moreover, to see something clearly, fully, can easily slide into the mistaken
assumption that it is known, comprehended in its totality – which is itself a
form of violence, as Glissant has shown. But before romanticizing the escape
of invisibility, we must remember that to be invisible is also to be cast out of
the body politic, into the precariousness of ungrievable life. Visibility is, then,
deeply ambivalent, particularly for populations more subject than others to
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police harassment and violence and more excluded than others from myriad
forms of representation, as African-Americans are. Tonsler Park’s dialectics
of revelation and concealment gets to the heart of this ambivalence and does
so, no less, by capturing a day that would inaugurate a regime that would only
exacerbate this double violence.
To watch Tonsler Park is to give oneself over to a phenomenology
of gesture, comportment, and detail achieved through the presentation
of images shorn of any great eventfulness. Through this heightened
attunement, the film opens a protracted duration in which the concrete
specificity of the represented event shares mental space with fartherreaching thoughts to which it gives rise: the first presidential election
after Barack Obama’s two terms, of which we know the disastrous results
but the onscreen figures do not; the racialized and gendered dimensions
of work; widespread voter suppression through the implementation of
registration laws that disproportionately affect African-Americans; the
permanent disenfranchisement of convicted felons in many states, once
again disproportionately affecting African-Americans; the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 and its place within the Civil Rights Movement, many demands of
which we must continue to levy. None of these threads enter Tonsler Park as
information supplied directly by Everson or his subjects. Rather, through its
clearing of time and presentation of a world to be witnessed – an encounter
markedly different from the experience one might have if present at the
filmed event – the film activates a labor of associative thought on the part of
the spectator. Here, observational cinema facilitates a form of thinking with
appearances that depends simultaneously on the image’s ties to phenomenal
reality and the image’s differences from it.
*
The documentary claim on the capture of life has historically been tied
to domination, and in many cases still is, but this is not its only possibility.
Following the devastation of World War II, critics such as Siegfried Kracauer
and André Bazin found in the registration of reality possibilities of reparation
and redemption; in our moment of ecological, humanitarian, and political
crisis, the nurturing of this capacity possesses a comparable urgency. That
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documentary practices take up this task with vigor is all the more crucial
given that the importance of profilmic reality is swiftly diminishing in much
popular cinema. Even far beyond the genres of science fiction and fantasy,
in apparently “realistic” films, computer-generated images fill screens with
dreams of a world wholly administered, controllable down to the last pixel,
drained of contingency. As the anthropocentric perfection of the CGI
simulacrum is increasingly dominant, and as the rhetoric of a collapse of
reality serves only those who seek to further it and benefit from it, there
must be a thorough rehabilitation of the viability of observation in vanguard
documentary. To be sure, there is ample evidence that this is already well
underway in practice, in the films mentioned here and in recent works by
Maeve Brennan, Chen Zhou, Ben Russell, Wang Bing, and many others. This
is by no means to call for an invalidation of those strategies associated with
the “new documentary”; let one hundred flowers bloom, so long as they avoid
the pestilence of postmodern relativism. Rather, it is simply to insist that the
aspersions cast for so long on the facticity of recording must cease. Creativity
and sophistication are not found only in fictionalization, intervention, and
proclamations of subjectivity. The appearances of the world need our care
more than our suspicion. Giving primacy to the registration of physical reality
can do something that “ecstatic truth” cannot: reawaken our attention to the
textures of a world that really does exist and which we inhabit together.
There is nothing naive about the relationship to reality found in the
examples mentioned here; in fact, they place an immense trust in their
viewers. Truth is not out there waiting to be captured – but reality is. In the
encounter with facticity made possible by these films, it becomes clear that
to believe in reality is to affirm that we live in a shared world that is at once
chaotic and unmasterable. The formal vocabulary of these films differs greatly
from that most associated with direct cinema: they do not spontaneously
track reality through a roaming camera, as if it could be fully encompassed
by the representational act, but engage in strong, deliberate assertions of
structure that assert a bond to reality while also marking limits that are at
once visual and epistemological. The significance of what one witnesses may
remain uncertain, one’s understanding may remain incomplete, and yet there
is no doubt as to the reality of what is presented to view, nor of cinema’s
ability to provide valuable access to it. All objectivity is situated; all vision is
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partial. Simple truths and totalizing meanings are the real fictions. Although
this may sound like poststructuralism, here these acknowledgements lead not
into any hall of mirrors, not to any infinite regress, but assert rather the power
of cinema as window, however dirty and distorting its panes may be.
According to Hannah Arendt, the preparation for totalitarianism
has succeeded when people have lost contact with their fellow men as well
as the reality around them; for together with these contacts, men lose the
capacity of both experience and thought. The ideal subject for totalitarian rule
is not the convinced Nazi or the convinced Communist, but people for whom
the distinction between fact and fiction (i.e., the reality of experience) and the
distinction between true and false (i.e., the standards of thought) no longer
exist.21

Looking closely at images that affirm their status as traces of actuality
provides one way that we can begin to reestablish the reality of experience and
the standards of thought that Arendt rightly deems so important. Within this
durational experience, we find ourselves faced with what James Agee called
the “cruel radiance of what is.”22 Let us imagine the reality-based community
together.
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The Silence of the Lens
David Claerbout
Originally published in e-flux journal #73 – May 2016

Photography is currently undergoing the sort of transformation that music
went through roughly fifteen years ago. This transition was a major shift for
musicians but was generally considered positive by the listeners. For those
young photographers keen on knowing how their profession will evolve, I
would suggest they look at the music industry of today, fifteen years later, to
get a glimpse of the changes to come.
In the short term, these changes may seem merely technical: simply a
strange melting together of image-making and image-seeing, of production
and perception. It will be sometime before this process will be complete, if
it ever is. Then there will be a disappearance of photography as we know it.
Instead of choosing how we want to see the world, we will see the world the
way it wants to be seen by us. There will be a perfect equivalence between
our gaze onto the world and the signals emanating from it, with no gap
between the two where we might locate definitively the specificity of our
own contribution. The emancipatory, modern, human point of view – which
includes lovers of contingency and the mythical magic of photography – will
hate this terminus, because it so resembles what we understand to be utter
and total madness. The problem, as we will see, is that it is in the nature of the
phenomenon that the subject cannot possibly know when this moment has
arrived.
I first started noticing this strange condition on the horizon five years
ago when I started an intense practice working in pictorial 3-D animation.
I spent fifteen years of my early life as a draughtsman and lithographer – I
will leave painting out of this. My second interest in life was photography, a
phenomenon without which the more traditional forms of art today would not
be practiced. Photography saved magic in modernity, and thereby probably
saved modernity as a whole.
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Vilém Flusser explains that those moments in history when the balance
between representation and linear thinking gets disturbed are moments
of great danger. Especially when the varieties of linear thinking, like linear
writing or the production of history, weigh heavier in the balance. Such
a moment occurred during modernity. I understand from Flusser that
photography and its apparatus allowed for a semi-automated production of
contingency, and magic, prohibiting and preventing radical, fundamentalist
ideas from maturing unchecked. The magic of photography produces a
possibility of another, uncontrollable situation, restoring the nevertheless
explosive balance between representation and linear thinking.
I should add that I never particularly liked psychological realism in cinema
and film montage, because it falls rather too quickly into the grip of narrative,
an influence that has affected all forms of art and which is already part of this
strange phenomenon taking shape on the horizon. Narrative is this annoying
big head with a voice hanging over the scene, which is part of my headache
here because of the way it coaches perception.1
Ultimately, I appropriated some cinematographic skills, until my studio –
populated by old-timers of the camera and traditional arts – rebooted itself as
an animation studio and thus, once again, began to resemble a painting studio
with lots of pupils and “easels.”
Pictorial 3-D produces images generated with the help of geometric
shapes, polygons that are subsequently textured, their surfaces structured
and lit by virtual light sources which mimic real-world lighting in ways that
are astonishing. As a traditionally trained painter and draughtsman who
later studied film technique on his own, I was stunned by the intense overlap
between Western historical painting and cinematic techniques, which were
applied as if the modern rift had never occurred. I am, in other words,
stunned by the radical conservatism of 3-D. I would never have expected that
so many sciences would come together to form a mighty bastion of pictorial,
“realistic” conservatism. Even the most radical undertaking is in one way or
another pre-corporated. Maybe our current situation is the result of decades
of web-thinking, of dwelling within an infinitely expanded horizontal web or
network and the lack of a sense of topos this produces.
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The new way of image-making is all-encompassing and includes methods
that date as far back as the Renaissance, requiring the artist to master all of
the traditional skills of painting, cinematography, and sculpture, and to have a
degree in computer science. In big production studios tasks are broken down
into numerous specialties which perhaps make it appear abstract, but in my
studio, where a few people manage “everything,” the enormity of it rises right
in front of our eyes and leaves me, at least, perplexed.
When working in pictorial 3-D, an artist is working in a finite,
disenchanted world. Whatever is to be created will be created from memory,
after the fact, based on documents. The visual language is one where the
smallest detail in the image is premeditated, and if, by chance, such a detail
were forgotten or omitted the result would confront us with that shortcoming
in the picture. For example, grass and flowers require choices to be made
about the season and geographical area, and whether the grass it is to be wild
or cut, which itself requires specifying its proximity to instituted culture.
Because if it is cut, who cuts it? And so on. In lens-based photography an
image can be produced without deciding these questions authoritatively.
Instead, there is a tradition of mutual authentication between who is behind
the camera and what is in front of the lens. The photographer and her subject
coproduce one another, simultaneously. In pictorial 3-D one must answer
for everything, and so every produced image exposes its own ideological
motivations. It is in essence no different from tableau painting, about
which the most important thing to remember is that it is the opposite of
modernist asceticism. Every image becomes an accumulation of decisions,
responsibilities, and therefore relies heavily on the known codes of memory
and morality. Every image becomes potentially baroque, overflowing with the
results of endless discussions and deliberations.
We are no longer in a world of contingency, of possibilities created by
the collaboration of lens and world – that magical environment – but have
become makers of everything down to the smallest detail. We are playing God,
and by god, not even God had time to think of all these elements. No. God
is a shortcut here: an assumption that further betrays the ideals of which we
are unaware but according to which we nonetheless think and observe. This
total fabrication implies that we are “observing from memory” and brings
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with it a sense of nostalgia and a feeling of loss, of having given up on a naive
perception that supposedly happened spontaneously, without thinking.
Such perception is remembered as being happy, because it was Unbewusst,
unconscious – remember that consciousness, Bewusstsein, is unhappy –
unencumbered by observing one’s own thinking, as Flusser reminds us in
his simple but beautiful elaborations on representation (Vorstellung) and
consciousness (Bewusstsein).
I – like may others – feel that Vorstellung better depicts the paradox that in
order to see something, you have to put something in front of it. Bewusstsein
implies stepping out of one’s own subjectivity, standing next to oneself, and
observing one’s own situation. I would imagine that for Freud, the lens-based
photograph is like the successfully cured patient, who is not turned inwards
questioning his own state of happiness, but happily goes about absorbing light
sensitively. Pictorial 3-D would then be a living person gone blind, spending
days compulsively retracing what lies in the past and reaffirming it into the
present.
This gets more worrying with what I call, somewhat simplistically, secondgeneration 3-D perception, which is born without having seen the world, so
to speak, and which does not have living memory to rely upon for pictures.
A good example of this is the concept of the scan. Scanning differs from
photography in that a scan literally moves like a mole in the dark. It does not
need daylight to record, while photography is by definition a medium of hope
because light is its essential condition.
Scanning records only what we could hit or what could hit us in the
dark. It reduces the world to a collection of obstacles. Scanning is a logic of
avoiding, while photography follows the logic of encountering. Scanning is
oriented towards security, towards determining what is close, or perhaps too
close for comfort. We scan for threats.
The scan would not have been developed without American defense
systems, both military and personal (sometimes I see no difference). At the
risk of going too far astray: unlike the photograph, a scan defines individual,
personal space around “me” – a scanner is the scared individual who has
sensors around him.
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Sometimes I feel that we are moving back to the nineteenth century, and
have arrived at a place before the modern revolutions, back again to feudalism.
This becomes obvious with the well-organized increase of inequality, the new
conservatism, and a return of the tableau.
By referencing the tableau and the return of the masterpiece I am trying
to draw attention to who is in control and who produces images. Image
culture is the fruit of a centuries-long process that rendered the proletariat
or the structurally illiterate “verbal,” allowing them to produce a language
that would be faster and more compact than linear writing, which until then
held all the tools of power and put history on paper. I am not suggesting that
image culture is the result of an organized revolution by the illiterate, but only
indicating the brilliant and frankly moving appropriation of the speed and
power of communication previously held by those with political power.
The masterpiece-conclusion can be seen as a sad note, as the return of the
master and the end of emancipation. Modern artists were mainly working
from a sense of ascetic exclusion. They would rather have “all that was” broken
than to continue in a sphere of inclusion, or more accurately: incorporation.
To listen to a master, to pay rent, to be incorporated in the sphere of power is
unavoidable today, it would seem. The production of tableau is, in this respect
and as I understand it, the opposite of the photographic apparatus and its
semi-conscious production of images.
If photography came and eradicated the tableau, well, the tableau is back,
this time not merely as a picture but as a masterpiece.2 The tableau returns
alive and well as ideology, waving a definite goodbye to the sensitivity of that
modern invention, photography, and its thick glass window on the world, in a
renewed attempt to impose order on our thoughts.
I call this the world of pure ideologies, where striving towards something
is no longer needed because satisfaction is immediate, because the outgoing
and the incoming perceptions are instantaneous and equal in strength. This
is similar, in some ways, to what Baudrillard once described as “the ecstasy of
communication,” wherein “all secrets, spaces and scenes [are] abolished in a
single dimension of information.” This condition relegated the pathologies of
hysteria and paranoia to the past and instead inaugurated an era of generalized
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schizophrenia, which is characterized by “the absolute proximity, the total
instantaneousness of things … It is the end of interiority and intimacy, the
over-exposure and transparency of the world which traverses us without
obstacle.”3
Some time ago I tried to explain to an acquaintance what I meant by
pure ideologies. It was in vain, until the next day when she described taking
a magnificent picture with her iPad as she was watching the sun come up on
the horizon. She showed the picture to me. It was indeed one of those images
we would all like to see upon waking. Incredible colors, the sun perfectly
placed, and below, an undulating countryside where animals and people are
peacefully asleep.
I asked her how much of the picture she thought she had taken herself. The
vantage point is indicated by the IP address of the device. So is the weather,
season, and time of day. Actually, algorithmic processes can “guess” the ideal
moment for photographing such a wonderful daybreak, so as to raise the
mood of the average person. There was nothing of herself in what she showed
me, beyond the coincidence of technology with itself.
In fact, the image was so wonderful to her because it corresponded exactly
with the splendor that resides in her memory. We often feel deeply happy,
don’t we, when we encounter a situation that is also seated warmly inside our
memory. We are gratified when observing exists in sync with remembering,
holding no nasty surprises, but being an affective revisiting of an old situation
as if it were an old friend.
It is said that a person who has gone mad sees things that are not there.
We call these things “projections.” Abnormal psychology distinguishes three
types of pathology: anxiety disorders, mood disorders, and personality
disorders. The first are unhealthy emotional responses to external stimuli. The
second are emotional cycles that take place entirely irrespective of anything
outside the self. And the third involve the breakdown of self-identity, as with
schizophrenia. If the schizophrenic could take a step back, out of the affected
self, they would understand their delusions to be delusions, at which point
these delusions would vanish, and self-understanding would return. It is
precisely this action of stepping out of the image that enables us to make a
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Vorstellung – to put an image in front of the thing, or to make a representation
from memory. The German word, which translates literally as “in-front
position,” suggests that such constructs obscure the sight of the real.
When images internal to the psyche “appear” or surface on the retina
and are projected back inwards before making contact with the world, they
generate looping pulses that turn the mind into a continuously repeating
mental prison.
This happens, for example, when the affective link with the world is
broken, or heartbroken, and in order to handle the grief one has to enter into
the isolation I am trying to describe. We may think of this as a terrible thing
to happen – and it is – but it also describes a larger social project collectively
taking shape. My friend’s photograph of the sunset is a document of madness
not because it is a delusion, but because it suggests that she had a role in
producing it, and this is the delusion. Unlike Baudrillard’s schizophrenic,
who cannot locate the borders of the self in the world of mass media, the
world of pure ideologies perpetually projects borders onto the self that in fact
do not exist, deluding us into thinking we produce some particular view on
the world, when we do not. The lens was a machine for producing not only
images, but authors and worlds as well. But now it has fallen silent. In the past,
one had to believe that one was really a long-dead king or an alien from outer
space to suffer from delusions of grandeur. Tomorrow it will be enough to
consider oneself a photographer.

————————————
1 — The other thing that bothers me about cinema is that it manages to eliminate itself, to make
people think they hate good cinema, and thereby gets itself forced into retreating to the internet or into
low-budget productions.
2 — My worry is that for the tableau to be so successful again, it must mean be that there are
illiterates of image culture, who will be dominated once again by those who have the power of words.
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This is why I feel that images are once again produced by words, and why I fear that a premodern
blindness is back. Economically, it is not hard to see that feudalism has returned, but every economy
is the result of a vision. The current vision holds that the party is over, that the holiday gone on long
enough, and it is time to go back from where the poverty came: spending every day of one’s life
struggling, gradually forgetting the party.
3 — Jean Baudrillard, “The Ecstasy of Communication,” in The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on
Postmodern Culture, ed. Hal Foster (New York: New Press, 2002), 133.
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Why Has Critique Run out of Steam?
From Matters of Fact to Matters of Concern
Bruno Latour
Excerpt from a text written for the Stanford presidential lecture held at the humanities center, 7
Apr. 2003. Originally published in Critical Inquiry 30 (Winter 2004), The University of Chicago.

Wars. So many wars. Wars outside and wars inside. Cultural wars, science
wars, and wars against terrorism. Wars against poverty and wars against
the poor. Wars against ignorance and wars out of ignorance. My question
is simple: Should we be at war, too, we, the scholars, the intellectuals? Is it
really our duty to add fresh ruins to fields of ruins? Is it really the task of
the humanities to add deconstruction to destruction? More iconoclasm to
iconoclasm? What has become of the critical spirit? Has it run out of steam?
Quite simply, my worry is that it might not be aiming at the right target.
To remain in the metaphorical atmosphere of the time, military experts
constantly revise their strategic doctrines, their contingency plans, the size,
direction, and technology of their projectiles, their smart bombs, their
missiles; I wonder why we, we alone, would be saved from those sorts of
revisions. It does not seem to me that we have been as quick, in academia, to
prepare ourselves for new threats, new dangers, new tasks, new targets. Are
we not like those mechanical toys that endlessly make the same gesture when
everything else has changed around them? Would it not be rather terrible if
we were still training young kids – yes, young recruits, young cadets – for wars
that are no longer possible, fighting enemies long gone, conquering territories
that no longer exist, leaving them ill-equipped in the face of threats we had not
anticipated, for which we are so thoroughly unprepared? Generals have always
been accused of being on the ready one war late – especially French generals,
especially these days. Would it be so surprising, after all, if intellectuals were
also one war late, one critique late – especially French intellectuals, especially
now? It has been a long time, after all, since intellectuals were in the vanguard.
Indeed, it has been a long time since the very notion of the avant-garde – the
proletariat, the artistic – passed away, pushed aside by other forces, moved to
the rear guard, or maybe lumped with the baggage train.1 We are still able to
go through the motions of a critical avant-garde, but is not the spirit gone?
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In these most depressing of times, these are some of the issues I want to
press, not to depress the reader but to press ahead, to redirect our meager
capacities as fast as possible. To prove my point, I have, not exactly facts, but
rather tiny cues, nagging doubts, disturbing telltale signs. What has become
of critique, I wonder, when an editorial in the New York Times contains the
following quote?
Most scientists believe that [global] warming is caused largely by man-made
pollutants that require strict regulation. Mr. Luntz [a Republican strategist]
seems to acknowledge as much when he says that “the scientific debate is
closing against us.” His advice, however, is to emphasize that the evidence is
not complete.
“Should the public come to believe that the scientific issues are settled,” he
writes, “their views about global warming will change accordingly. Therefore,
you need to continue to make the lack of scientific certainty a primary issue.”2

Fancy that? An artificially maintained scientific controversy to favor a
“brownlash,” as Paul and Anne Ehrlich would say.3
Do you see why I am worried? I myself have spent some time in the past
trying to show “the lack of scientific certainty” inherent in the construction of
facts. I too made it a “primary issue.” But I did not exactly aim at fooling the
public by obscuring the certainty of a closed argument – or did I? After all, I
have been accused of just that sin. Still, I’d like to believe that, on the contrary,
I intended to emancipate the public from prematurely naturalized objectified
facts. Was I foolishly mistaken? Have things changed so fast?
In which case the danger would no longer be coming from an excessive
confidence in ideological arguments posturing as matters of fact – as we have
learned to combat so efficiently in the past – but from an excessive distrust of
good matters of fact disguised as bad ideological biases! While we spent years
trying to detect the real prejudices hidden behind the appearance of objective
statements, do we now have to reveal the real objective and incontrovertible
facts hidden behind the illusion of prejudices? And yet entire Ph.D. programs
are still running to make sure that good American kids are learning the hard
way that facts are made up, that there is no such thing as natural, unmediated,
unbiased access to truth, that we are always prisoners of language, that we
always speak from a particular standpoint, and so on, while dangerous
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extremists are using the very same argument of social construction to destroy
hard-won evidence that could save our lives. Was I wrong to participate in the
invention of this field known as science studies? Is it enough to say that we did
not really mean what we said? Why does it burn my tongue to say that global
warming is a fact whether you like it or not? Why can’t I simply say that the
argument is closed for good?
Should I reassure myself by simply saying that bad guys can use any
weapon at hand, naturalized facts when it suits them and social construction
when it suits them? Should we apologize for having been wrong all along?
Or should we rather bring the sword of criticism to criticism itself and do a
bit of soul-searching here: what were we really after when we were so intent
on showing the social construction of scientific facts? Nothing guarantees,
after all, that we should be right all the time. There is no sure ground even for
criticism.4 Isn’t this what criticism intended to say: that there is no sure ground
anywhere? But what does it mean when this lack of sure ground is taken away
from us by the worst possible fellows as an argument against the things we
cherish?
Artificially maintained controversies are not the only worrying sign. What
has critique become when a French general, no, a marshal of critique, namely,
Jean Baudrillard, claims in a published book that the Twin Towers destroyed
themselves under their own weight, so to speak, undermined by the utter
nihilism inherent in capitalism itself – as if the terrorist planes were pulled to
suicide by the powerful attraction of this black hole of nothingness?5 What
has become of critique when a book that claims that no plane ever crashed
into the Pentagon can be a bestseller? I am ashamed to say that the author
was French, too.6 Remember the good old days when revisionism arrived very
late, after the facts had been thoroughly established, decades after bodies of
evidence had accumulated? Now we have the benefit of what can be called
instant revisionism. The smoke of the event has not yet finished settling before
dozens of conspiracy theories begin revising the official account, adding even
more ruins to the ruins, adding even more smoke to the smoke. What has
become of critique when my neighbour in the little Bourbonnais village where
I live looks down on me as someone hopelessly naïve because I believe that the
United States had been attacked by terrorists? Remember the good old days
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when university professors could look down on unsophisticated folks because
those hillbillies naïvely believed in church, motherhood, and apple pie? Things
have changed a lot, at least in my village. I am now the one who naïvely
believes in some facts because I am educated, while the other guys are too
unsophisticated to be gullible: “Where have you been? Don’t you know that
the Mossad and the CIA did it?” What has become of critique when someone
as eminent as Stanley Fish, the “enemy of promises” as Lindsay Waters calls
him, believes he defends science studies, my field, by comparing the laws of
physics to the rules of baseball?7 What has become of critique when there is a
whole industry denying that the Apollo program landed on the moon? What
has become of critique when DARPA uses for its Total Information Awareness
project the Baconian slogan Scientia est potentia? Didn’t I read that somewhere
in Michel Foucault? Has knowledge-slash-power been co-opted of late by the
National Security Agency? Has Discipline and Punish become the bedtime
reading of Mr. Ridge?
Let me be mean for a second. What’s the real difference between
conspiracists and a popularized, that is a teachable version of social critique
inspired by a too quick reading of, let’s say, a sociologist as eminent as Pierre
Bourdieu (to be polite I will stick with the French field commanders)? In
both cases, you have to learn to become suspicious of everything people say
because of course we all know that they live in the thralls of a complete illusio
of their real motives. Then, after disbelief has struck and an explanation
is requested for what is really going on, in both cases again it is the same
appeal to powerful agents hidden in the dark acting always consistently,
continuously, relentlessly. Of course, we in the academy like to use more
elevated causes – society, discourse, knowledge-slash-power, fields of forces,
empires, capitalism – while conspiracists like to portray a miserable bunch of
greedy people with dark intents, but I find something troublingly similar in
the structure of the explanation, in the first movement of disbelief and, then,
in the wheeling of causal explanations coming out of the deep dark below.
What if explanations resorting automatically to power, society, discourse had
outlived their usefulness and deteriorated to the point of now feeding the most
gullible sort of critique?8 Maybe I am taking conspiracy theories too seriously,
but it worries me to detect, in those mad mixtures of knee-jerk disbelief,
punctilious demands for proofs, and free use of powerful explanation from the
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social neverland many of the weapons of social critique. Of course conspiracy
theories are an absurd deformation of our own arguments, but, like weapons
smuggled through a fuzzy border to the wrong party, these are our weapons
nonetheless. In spite of all the deformations, it is easy to recognize, still burnt
in the steel, our trademark: Made in Criticalland.
Do you see why I am worried? Threats might have changed so much
that we might still be directing all our arsenal east or west while the enemy
has now moved to a very different place. After all, masses of atomic missiles
are transformed into a huge pile of junk once the question becomes how to
defend against militants armed with box cutters or dirty bombs. Why would
it not be the same with our critical arsenal, with the neutron bombs of deconstruction, with the missiles of discourse analysis? Or maybe it is that
critique has been miniaturized like computers have. I have always fancied that
what took great effort, occupied huge rooms, cost a lot of sweat and money,
for people like Nietzsche and Benjamin, can be had for nothing, much like the
supercomputers of the 1950s, which used to fill large halls and expend a vast
amount of electricity and heat, but now are accessible for a dime and no bigger
than a fingernail. As the recent advertisement of a Hollywood film proclaimed,
“Everything is suspect . . . Everyone is for sale . . . And nothing is what it
seems.”
(...)

————————————
1 — On what happened to the avant-garde and critique generally, see Iconoclash:
Beyond the Image Wars in Science, Religion, and Art, ed. Bruno Latour and Peter Weibel
(Cambridge, Mass., 2002). This article is very much an exploration of what could happen
beyond the image wars.
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2 — “Environmental Word Games,” New York Times, 15 Mar. 2003, p. A16. Luntz seems
to have been very successful; I read later in an editorial in the Wall Street Journal:
There is a better way [than passing a law that restricts business], which is to keep fighting on
the merits. There is no scientific consensus that greenhouse gases cause the world’s modest
global warming trend, much less whether that warming will do more harm than good, or
whether we can even do anything about it.
Once Republicans concede that greenhouse gases must be controlled, it will only be a
matter of time before they end up endorsing more economically damaging regulation. They
could always stand on principle and attempt to educate the public instead. [“A Republican
Kyoto,” Wall Street Journal, 8 Apr. 2003, p. A14.]

And the same publication complains about the “pathological relation” of the “Arab
street” with truth!
3 — Paul R. and Anne H. Ehrlich, Betrayal of Science and Reason: How AntiEnvironmental Rhetoric Threatens Our Future (Washington, D.C., 1997), p. 1.
4 — The metaphor of shifting sand was used by neomodernists in their critique of
science studies; see A House Built on Sand: Exposing Postmodernist Myths about Science,
ed. Noretta Koertge (Oxford, 1998). The problem is that the authors of this book looked
backward, attempting to reenter the solid rock castle of modernism, and not forward to
what I call, for lack of a better term, nonmodernism.
5 — See Jean Baudrillard, “The Spirit of Terrorism” and “Requiem for the Twin Towers”
(New York, 2002).
6 — See Thierry Meyssan, 911: The Big Lie (London, 2002). Conspiracy theories have
always existed; what is new in instant revisionism is how much scientific proof they claim
to imitate.
7 — See Lindsay Waters, Enemy of Promises (forthcoming); see also Nick Paumgarten,
“Dept. of Super Slo-Mo: No Flag on the Play,” The New Yorker, 20 Jan. 2003, p. 32.
8 — Their serious as well as their popularized versions have the defect of using society
as an already existing cause instead of as a possible consequence. This was the critique that
Gabriel Tarde always made against Durkheim. It is probably the whole notion of social and
society that is responsible for the weakening of critique. I have tried to show that in Latour,
“Gabriel Tarde and the End of the Social,” in The Social in Question: New Bearings in History
and the Social Sciences, ed. Patrick Joyce (London, 2002), pp. 117–32
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Situated Knowledges: the Science Question
in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective
Donna Haraway
Excerpt from “Situated Knowledges: the Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective”, originally published in: Feminist Studies 14, n°3 (Autumn 1988): 575-99

(...)

THE PERSISTENCE OF VISION
I would like to proceed by placing metaphorical reliance on much maligned
sensory system in feminist discourse: vision.1 Vision can be good for avoiding
binary oppositions. I would like to insist on the embodied nature of all vision
and so reclaim the sensory system that has been used to signify a leap out of
the marked body and into a conquering gaze from nowhere. This is the gaze
that mythically inscribes all the marked bodies, that makes the unmarked
category claim the power to see and not be seen, to represent while escaping
representation. This gaze signifies the unmarked positions of Man and
White, one of the many nasty tones of the word “objectivity” to feminist ears
in scientific and technological, late-industrial, militarized, racist, and maledominant societies, that is, here, in the belly of the monster, in the United
States in the late 1980s. I would like a doctrine of embodied objectivity that
accommodates paradoxical and critical feminist science projects: Feminist
objectivity means quite simply situated knowledges.
The eyes have been used to signify a perverse capacity – honed to
perfection in the history of science tied to militarism, capitalism, colonialism,
and male supremacy – to distance the knowing subject from everybody
and everything in the interests of unfettered power. The instruments of
visualization in multinationalist, postmodernist culture have compounded
these meanings of disembodiment. The visualizing technologies are without
apparent limit. The eye of any ordinary primate like us can be endlessly
enhanced by sonography systems, magnetic reasonance imaging, artificial
intelligence-linked graphic manipulation systems, scanning electron
microscopes, computed tomography scanners, color-enhancement techniques,
satellite surveillance systems, home and office video display terminals,
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cameras for every purpose from filming the mucous membrane lining the gut
cavity of a marine worm living in the vent gases on a fault between continental
plates to mapping a planetary hemisphere elsewhere in the solar system.
Vision in this technological feast becomes unregulated gluttony; all seems not
just mythically about the god trick of seeing everything from nowhere, but to
have put the myth into ordinary practice. And like the god trick, this eye fucks
the world to make techno-monsters. Zoe Sofoulis calls this the cannibaleye of
masculinist extra-terrestrial projects for excremental second birthing.
A tribute to this ideology of direct, devouring, generative, and unrestricted
vision, whose technological mediations are simultaneously celebrated and
presented as utterly transparent, can be found in the volume celebrating the
100th anniversary of the National Geographic Society. The volume closes
its survey of the magazine’s quest literature, effected through its amazing
photography, with two juxtaposed chapters. The first is on “Space”, introduced
by the epigraph, “The choice is the universe – or nothing.”2 This chapter
recounts the exploits of the space race and displays the color-enhanced
“snapshots” of the outer planets reassembled from digitalized signals
transmitted across vast space to let the viewer “experience” the moment of
discovery in immediate vision of the “object”.3 These fabulous objects come
to us simultaneously as indubitable recordings of what is simply there and
as heroic feats of technoscientific production. The next chapter is the twin of
outer space: “Inner Space”, introduced by the epigraph, “The stuff of stars has
come alive”.4 Here, the reader is brought into the realm of the infinitesimal,
objectified by means of radiation outside the wave lengths that are “normally”
perceived by hominid primates, that is, the beams of lasers and scanning
electron microscopes, whose signal are processed into the wonderful full-color
snapshots of defending T cells and invading viruses.
But, of course, that view of infinite vision is an illusion, a god trick. I
would like to suggest how our insisting metaphorically on the particularity
and embodiment of all vision (although not necessarily organic embodiment
and including technological mediation), and not giving in to the tempting
myths of vision as a route to disembodiment and second-birthing allows
us to construct a usable, but not an innocent, doctrine of objectivity. I
want a feminist writing of the body that metaphorically emphasizes vision
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again, because we need to reclaim that sense to find our way through all the
visualizing tricks and powers of modern sciences and technologies that have
transformed the objectivity debates. We need to learn in our bodies, endowed
with primate color and stereoscopic vision, how to attach the objective to our
theoretical and political scanners in order to name where we are and are not,
in dimensions of mental and physical space we hardly know how to name.
So, not so perversely, objectivity turns out to be about particular and specific
embodiment and definitely not about the false vision promising transcendence
of all limits and responsibility. The moral is simple: only partial perspectives
promises objective vision. All Western cultural narratives about objectivity are
allegories of the ideologies governing the relations of what we call mind and
body, distance and responsibility. Feminist objectivity is about limited location
and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting of subject and
object. It allows us to become answerable for what we learn how to see.
These are lessons that I learned in part walking with my dogs and
wondering how the world looks without a fovea and very few retinal cells for
color vision but with a huge neural processing and sensory area for smells. It is
a lesson available from photographs of how the world looks to the compound
eyes of an insect or even from the camera eye of a spy satellite or the digitally
transmitted signals of space probe-perceived differences “near” Jupiter that
have been transformed into coffee table color photographs. The “eyes” made
available in modern technological sciences shatter any idea of passive vision;
these prosthetic devices show us that all eyes, including our own organic
ones, are active perceptual systems, building on translations and specific
ways of seeing, that is, ways of life. There is no unmediated photograph or
passive camera obscura in scientific accounts of bodies and machines; there
are only highly specific visual possibilities, each with a wonderfully detailed,
active, partial way of organizing worlds. All these pictures of the world should
not be allegories of infinite mobility and interchangeability but of elaborate
specificity and difference and the loving care people might take to learn
how to see faithfully from another’s point of view, even when the other is
our own machine. That’s not alienating distance; that’s a possible allegory for
feminist versions of objectivity. Understanding how these visual systems work,
technically, socially, and psychically, ought to be a way of embodying feminist
objectivity.
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Many currents in feminism attempt to theorize grounds for trusting
especially the vantage points of the subjugated; there is good reason to believe
vision is better from below the brilliant space platforms of the powerful.5
Building on that suspicion, this essay is an argument for situated and
embodied knowledges and an argument against various forms of unlocatable,
and so irresponsible, knowledge claims. Irresponsible means unable to be
called into account. There is a premium on establishing the capacity to see
from the peripheries and the depths. But here there also lies a serious danger
of romanticizing and/or appropriating the vision of the less powerful while
claiming to see from their position. To see from below is neither easily learned
nor unproblematic, even if “we” “naturally” inhabit the great underground
terrain of subjugated knowledges. The positionings of the subjugated are
not exempt from critical reexamination, decoding, deconstruction, and
interpretation; that is, from both semiological and hermeneutic modes
of critical inquiry. The standpoints of the subjugated are not “innocent”
positions. On the contrary, they are preferred because in principle they
are least likely to allow denial of the critical and interpretive core of all
knowledge. They are knowledgeable of modes of denial through repression,
forgetting, and disappearing acts – ways of being nowhere while claiming
to see comprehensively. The subjugated have a decent chance to be on to
the god trick and all its dazzling – and, therefore, blinding – illuminations.
“Subjugated” standpoints are preferred because they seem to promise more
adequate, sustained, objective, transforming accounts of the world. But how
to see from below is a problem requiring at least as much skill with bodies
and language, with the mediations of vision, as the “highest” technoscientific
visualizations.
Such preferred positioning is as hostile to various forms of relativism as
to the most explicitly totalizing versions of claims to scientific authority. But
the alternative to relativism is not totalization and single vision, which is
always finally the unmarked category whose power depends on systematic
narrowing and obscuring. The alternative to relativism is partial, locatable,
critical knowledges sustaining the possibility of webs of connections called
solidarity in politics and share conversations in epistemology. Relativism is a
way of being nowhere while claiming to be everywhere equally. The “equality”
of positioning is a denial of responsibility and critical inquiry. Relativism is
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the perfect mirror twin of totalization in the ideologies of objectivity; both
deny the stakes in location, embodiment, and partial perspective; both make
it impossible to see well. Relativism and totalization are both “god tricks”
promising vision from everywhere and nowhere equally and fully, common
myths in rhetorics surrounding Science. But it is precisely in the politics and
epistemology of partial perspectives that the possibility of sustained, rational,
objective inquiry rests.
So, with many other feminists, I want to argue for a doctrine and
practice of objectivity that privileges contestation, destruction, passionate
construction, webbed connections, and hope for transformation of systems
of knowledge and ways of seeing. But not just any partial perspective will do;
we must be hostile to easy relativisims and holisms built out of summing and
subsuming parts. “Passionate detachment”6 requires more than acknowledged
and self-critical partiality. We are also bound to seek perspective from those
points of view, which can never be known in advance, that promise something
quite extraordinary, that is, knowledge potent for constructing worlds less
organized by axes of domination. From such a viewpoint, the unmarked
category would really disappear – quite a difference from simply repeating a
disappearing act. The imaginary and the rational – the visionary and objective
vision – hover close together. I think Harding’s plea for a successor science
and for postmodern sensibilities must be read as an argument for the idea that
the fantastic element of hope for transformative knowledge and the severe
check and stimulus of sustained critical inquiry are jointly the ground of any
believable claim to objectivity or rationality not riddled with breathtaking
denials and repressions. It is even possible to read the record of scientific
revolutions in terms of this feminist doctrine of rationality and objectivity.
Science has been utopian and visionary from the start; that is one reason “we”
need it.
A commitment to mobile positioning and to passionate detachment is
dependent on the impossibility of entertaining innocent “identity” politics
and epistemologies as strategies for seeing from the standpoints of the
subjugated in order to see well. One cannot “be” either a cell or molecule – or
a woman, colonized person, laborer, and so on – if one intends to see and
see from these positions critically. “Being” is much more problematic and
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contingent. Also, one cannot relocate in any possible vantage point without
being accountable for that movement. Vision is always a question of the power
to see – and perhaps of the violence implicit in our visualizing practices.
With whose blood were my eyes crafted? These points also apply to testimony
from the position of “oneself.” We are not immediately present to ourselves.
Self-knowledge requires a semiotic-material technology to link meanings
and bodies. Self-identity is a bad visual system. Fusion is a bad strategy of
positioning. The boys in the human sciences have called this doubt about
self-presence the “death of the subject” defined as a single ordering point of
will and consciousness. That judgment seems bizarre to me. I prefer to call this
doubt the opening of nonisomorphic subjects, agents, and territorie of stories
unimaginable from the vantage point of the cyclopean, self-satiated eye of the
master subject. The Western eye has fundamentally been a wandering eye,
a traveling lens. Theses peregrinations have often been vioelnt and insistent
on having mirrors for a conquering self – but not always. Western feminists
also inherit some skill in learning to participate in revisualizing worlds turned
upside down in earth-transforming challenges to the views of the masters. All
is not to be done from scratch.
The split and contradictory self is the one who can interrogate positionings
and be accountable, the one who can construct and join rational conversations
and fantastic imaginings that change history.7 Splitting, not being, is the
privileged image for feminist epistemologies of scientific knowledge.
“Splitting” in this context should be about heterogeneous multiplicities that
are simultaneously salient and incapable of being squashed into isomorphic
slots or cumulative lists. This geometry pertains within and among subjects.
Subjectivity is multidimensional; so, therefore, is vision. The knowing self is
partial in all its guises, never finished, whole, simply there and original; it is
always constructed and stitched together imperfectly, and therefore able to
join with another, to see together without claiming to be another. Here is the
promise of objectivity: a scientific knower seeks the subject position, not of
identity, but of objectivity, that is, partial connection. There is no way to “be”
simultaneously in all, or wholly in any, of the privileged (i.e., subjugated)
positions structured by gender, race, nation, and class. And that is a short list
of critical positions. The search for such a “full” and total position is the search
for the fetishized perfect subject of oppositional history, sometimes appearing
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in feminist theory as the essentialized Third World Woman.8 Subjugation
is not grounds for an ontology; it might be a visual clue. Vision requires
instruments of vision; an optics is a politics of positioning. Instruments of
vision mediate standpoints; there is no immediate vision from the standpoints
of the subjugated. Identity, including self-identity, does not produce science;
critical positioning does, that is, objectivity. Only those occupying the
positions of the dominators are self-identical, unmarked, disembodied,
unmediated, transcendent, born again. It is unfortunately possible for the
subjugated to lust for and even scramble into that subject position – and then
disappear from view. Knowledge from the point of view of the unmarked
is truly fantastic, distorted and irrational. The only position from which
objectivity could not possibly be practiced and honored is the standpoint
of the master, the Man, the One God, whose Eye produces, appropriates,
and orders all difference. No one ever accused the God of monotheism of
objectivity, only of indifference. The god trick is self-identical, and we have
mistaken that for creativity and knowledge, omniscience even.
Positioning is, therefore, the key practice in grounding knowledge
organized around the imagery of vision, and much Western scientific
and philosophic discourse is organized in this way. Positioning implies
responsibility for our enabling practices. It follows that politics and ethics
ground struggles for and contests over what may count as rational knowledge.
That is, admitted or not, politics and ethics ground struggles over knowledge
projects in the exact, natural, social and human sciences. Otherwise,
rationality is simply impossible, an optical illusion projected from nowhere
comprehensively. Histories of science may be powerfully told as histories of
the technologies. These technologies are ways of life, social orders, practices
of visualization. Technologies are skilled practices. How to see? Where to
see from? What limits vision? What to see for? Whom to see with? Who
gets to have more than one point of view? Who gets blinded? Who wears
blinders? Who interprets the visual field? What other sensory powers do we
wish to cultivate besides vision? Moral and political discourse should be the
paradigm for rational discourse about the imagery and technologies of vision.
Sandra Hardin’s claim, or observation, that movements of social revolution
have most contributed to improvements in science might be read as a claim
about the knowledge consequences of new technologies of positioning. But
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I wish Harding had spent more time remembering that social and scientific
revolutions have not always been liberatory, even if they have always been
visionary. Perhaps this point could be captured in another phrase: the science
question in the military. Struggles over what will count as rational accounts
of the world are struggles over how to see. The terms of vision: the science
question in colonialism, the science question in exterminism9, the science
question in feminism.
The issue in politically engaged attacks on various empiricisms,
reductionisms, or other versions of scientific authority should not be
relativism – but location. A dichotomous chart expressing this point might
look like this:
universal rationality
common language
new organon		
unified field theory
world system		
master theory		

ethnophilosophies
heteroglossia
deconstruction
oppositional positioning
local knowledges
webbed accounts

But a dichotomous chart misrepresents in a critical way the positions of
embodied objectivity that I am trying to sketch. The primary distortion is the
illusion of symmetry in the chart’s dichotomy, making any position appear,
first, simply alternative and, second, mutually exclusive. A map of tensions and
reasonances between the fixed ends of a charged dichotomy better represents
the potent politics and epistemologies of embodied, therefore accountable,
objectivity. For example, local knowledges have also to be in tension with
the productive structurings that force unequal translations and exchanges
– material and semiotic – within the webs of knowledge and power. Webs
can have the property of being systematic, even of being centrally structured
global systems with deep filaments and tenacious tendrils into time, space,
and consciousness, which are the dimensions of world history. Feminist
accountability requires a knowledge tuned to reasonance, not to dichotomy.
Gender is a field of structured and structuring difference, in which the
tones of extreme localization, of the intimately personal and individualized
body, vibrate in the same field with global high-tension emissions.
Feminist embodiment, then, is not about fixed location in a reified body,
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female or otherwise, but about nodes in fields, inflections in orientations,
and responsibility for difference in material-semiotic fields of meaning.
Embodiment is significant prosthesis; objectivity cannot be about fixed vision
when what counts as an object is precisely what world history turns out to be
about.
How should one be positioned in order to see, in this situation of tensions,
reasonances, transformations, resistances, and complicities? Here, primate
vision is not immediately a very powerful metaphor or technology for
feminist political-epistemological clarification, because it seems to present to
consciousness already processed and objectified fields; things seem already
fixed and distanced. But the visual metaphor allows one to go beyond fixed
appearances, which are only the end products. The metaphor invites us
to investigate the varied apparatuses of visual production, including the
prosthetic technologies interfaced with our biological eyes and brains. And
here we find highly particular machienries for processing regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum into our pictures of the wolrd. It is in the intricacies
of these visualization technologies in which we are embedded that we will
find metaphors and means for understanding and intervening in the patterns
of objectification in the world – that is, the patterns of reality for which we
must be accountable. In these metaphors, we find means for appreciating
simultaneously both the concrete, “real” aspect and the aspect of semiosis and
production in what we call scientific knowledge.
I am arguing for politics and epistemologies of location, positioning, and
situating, where partiality and not universality is the condition of being heard
to make rational knowledge claims. There are claims on people’s lives. I am
arguing for the view from a body, always complex, contradictory, structuring,
and structured body, versus the view from above, from nowhere, from
simplicity. Only the god trick is forbidden. Here is a criterion for deciding
the science question in militarism, that dream science/technology of perfect
language, perfect communication, final order.
Feminism loves another science: the sciences and politics of interpretation,
translation, stuttering, and the partly understood. Feminism is about the
sciences of the multiple subject with (at least) double vision. Feminism
is about a critical vision consequent upon a critical positioning in
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unhomogenous gendered social space.10 Translation is always interpretive,
critical, and partial. Here is a ground for conversation, rationality, and
objectivity – which is power-sensitive, not pluralist, “conversation”. It is not
even the mythic cartoons of physics and mathematics – incorrectly caricatured
in antiscience ideology as exact, hypersimple knowledges – what have come
to represent the hostile other to feminist paradigmatic models of scientific
knowledge, but the dreams of the perfectly known in high-technology,
permanently militarized scientific productions and positionings, the god
trick of a Star Wars paradigm of rational knowledge. So location is about
vulnerability; location resists the politics of closure, finality, or to borrow from
Althusser, feminist objectivity resists “simplification in the last instance”. That
is because feminist embodiment resists fixation and is insatiably curious about
the webs of differential positioning. There is no single feminist standpoint
because our maps require too many dimensions for that metaphor to ground
our visions. But the feminist standpoint theorists’ goal of an epistemology and
politics of engaged, accountable positioning remains eminently potent. The
goal is better accounts of the world, that is, “science”.
Above all, rational knowledge does not pretend to disengagement:
to be from everywhere and so nowhere, to be free from interpretation,
from being represented, to be fully self-contained or fully formalizable.
Rational knowledge is a process of ongoing critical interpretation among
“fields” of interpreters and decoders. Rational knowledge is power-sensitive
conversation.11 Decoding and transcoding plus translation and criticism; all
are necessary. So science becomes the paradigmatic model, not of closure, but
of that which is contestable and contested. Science becomes the myth, not of
what escapes human agency and responsibility in a realm above the fray, but,
rather, of accountability and responsibility for translations and solidarities
linking the cacophonous visions and visionary voices that characterize the
knowledges of the subjugated. A splitting of senses, a confusion of voice and
sight, rather than clear and distinct ideas, becomes the metaphor for the
ground of the rational. We seek not the knowledges ruled by phallogocentrism
(nostalgia for the presence of the one true Word) and disembodied vision.
We seek those ruled by partial sight and limited voice – not partiality for
its own sake but, rather, for the sake of the connections and unexpected
openings situated knowledges make possible. Situated knowledges are about
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communities, not about isolated individuals. The only way to find a larger
vision is to be somewhere in particular. The science question in feminism is
about objectivity as positioned rationality. Its images are not the products of
escape and transcendence of limits (the view from above) but the joining of
partial views and halting voices into a collective subject position that promises
a vision of the means of ongoing finite embodiment, of living within limits
and contradictions – of views from somewhere.

OBJECTS AS ACTORS: THE APPARATUS OF
BODILY PRODUCTION
Throughout this reflection on «objectivity,» I have refused to resolve
the ambiguities built into referring to science without differentiating its
extraordinary range of contexts. Through the insistent ambiguity, I have
foregrounded a field of commonalities binding exact, physical, natural,
social, political, biological, and human sciences; and I have tied this whole
heterogeneous field of academically (and industrially, e.g., in publishing, the
weapons trade, and pharmaceuticals) institutionalized knowledge production
to a meaning of science that insists on its potency in ideological struggles. But,
partly in order to give play to both the specificities and the highly permeable
boundaries of meanings in discourse on science, I would like to suggest a
resolution to one ambiguity. Throughout the field of meanings constituting
science, one of the commonalities concerns the status of any object of
knowledge and of related claims about the faithfulness of our accounts to a
«real world,» no matter how mediated for us and no matter how complex
and contradictory these worlds may be. Feminists, and others who have been
most active as critics of the sciences and their claims or associated ideologies,
have shied away from doctrines of scientific objectivity in part because of the
suspicion that an «object» of knowledge is a passive and inert thing. Accounts
of such objects can seem to be either appropriations of a fixed and determined
world reduced to resource for instrumentalist projects of destructive Western
societies, or they can be seen as masks for interests, usually dominating
interests.
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For example, «sex» as an object of biological knowledge appears regularly
in the guise of biological determinism, threatening the fragile space for social
constructionism and critical theory, with their attendant possibilities for active
and transformative intervention, which were called into being by feminist
concepts of gender as socially, historically, and semiotically positioned
difference. And yet, to lose authoritative biological accounts of sex, which set
up productive tensions with gender, seems to be to lose too much; it seems
to be to lose not just analytic power within a particular Western tradition
but also the body itself as anything but a blank page for social inscriptions,
including those of biological discourse. The same problem of loss attends the
radical «reduction» of the objects of physics or of any other science to the
ephemera of discursive production and social construction.12
But the difficulty and loss are not necessary. They derive partly from the
analytic tradition, deeply indebted to Aristotle and to the transformative
history of “White Capitalist Patriarchy” (how may we name this scandalous
Thing?) that turns everything into a resource for appropriation, in which an
object of knowledge is finally itself only matter for the seminal power, the
act, of the knower. Here, the object both guarantees and refreshes the power
of knowledge must of the knower, but any status as agent in the productions
must be denied the object. It – the world – must, in short, be objectified
as a thing, not as an agent; it must be matter for the self-formation of the
only social being in the productions of knowledge, the human knower. Zoe
Sofoulis13 identified the structure of this mode of knowing in technoscience as
“resourcing” – as the second birthing of Man through the homogenizing of all
the world’s body into resource for his perverse projects. Nature is only the raw
material of culture, appropriated, preserved, enslaved, exalted, or otherwise
made flexible for disposal by culture in the logic of capitalist colonialism.
Similarly, sex is only the matter to the act of gender; the productionist logic
seems inescapable in traditions of Western binary oppositions. This analytical
and historical narrative logic accounts for my nervousness about the sex/
gender distinction in the recent history of feminist theory. Sex is “resourced”
for its representation as gender, which “we” can control. It has seemed all but
impossible to avoid the trap of an appropriationist logic of domination built
into the nature/culture opposition and its generative lineage, including the
sex/gender distinction.
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It seems clear that feminist accounts of objectivity and embodiment – that
is, of a world – of the kind sketched in this essay require a deceptively simple
maneuver within inherited Western analytical traditions, a maneuver begun
in dialectics, but stopping short of the needed revisions. Situated knowledges
require that the object of knowledge be pictured as an actor and agent, not a
screen or a ground or a resource, never finally as slave to the master that closes
off the dialectic in his unique agency and authorship of “objective” knowledge.
The point is paradigmatically clear in critical approaches to the social and
human sciences, where the agency of people studied itself transforms the
entire project of producing social theory. Indeed, coming to terms with the
agency of the “objects” studied is the only way to avoid gross error and false
knowledge of many kinds in these sciences. But the same point must apply
to the other knowledge projects called sciences. A corollary of the insistence
that ethics and politics covertly or overtly provide the bases for objectivity
in the sciences as a heterogeneous whole, and not just in the social sciences,
is granting the status of agent/actor to the “objects” of the world. Actors
come in many and wonderful forms. Accounts of a “real” world do not, then,
depend on a logic of “discovery”, but on a power-charged social relation of
“conversation”. The world neither speaks itself nor disappears in favour of a
master decoder. The codes of the world are not still, waiting only to be read.
The world is not raw material for humanization; the thorough attacks on
humanism, another branch of “death of the subject” discourse, have made this
point quite clear. In some critical sense that is crudely hinted at by the clumsy
category of the social or of agency, the world encountered in knowledge
projects is an active entity. Insofar as a scientific account has been able to
engage this dimension of the world as object of knowledge, faithful knowledge
can be imagined and can make claims on us. But no particular doctrine of
representation or decoding or discovery guarantees anything. The approach
I am recommending is not a version of “realism”, which has proved a rather
poor way of engaging with the world’s active agency.
My simple, perhaps simple-minded, maneuver is obviously not new in
Western philosophy, but it has a special feminist edge to it in relation to
the science question in feminism and to the linked question of gender as
situated difference and the question of female embodiment. Ecofeminists have
perhaps been most insistent on some version of the world as active subject,
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not as resource to be mapped and appropriated in bourgeois, Marxist, or
masculinist projects. Acknowledging the agency of the world in knowledge
makes room for some unsettling possibilities, including a sense of the world’s
independent sense of humour. Such a sense of humour is not comfortable for
humanists and others committed to the world as resource. They are, however,
richly evocative figures to promote feminist visualizations of the world as
witty agent. We need not lapse into appeals to a primal mother resisting her
translation into resource. The Coyote or Trickster, embodied in American
Southwest native American accounts, suggests the situation we are in when we
give up mastery but keep searching for fidelity, knowing all the while we will
be hoodwinked. I think these are useful myths for scientists who might be our
allies. Feminist objectivity makes room for surprises and ironies at the heart of
all knowledge production; we are not in charge of the world. We just live here
and try to strike up noninnocent conversations by means of our prosthetic
devices, including our visualization technologies. No wonder science fiction
has been such a rich writing practice in recent feminist theory. I like to see
feminist theory as a reinvented coyote discourse obligated to its sources in
many kinds of heterogeneous accounts of the world.
(…)
Objectivity is not about disengagement, but about mutual and usually
unequal structuring, about taking risks in a world where “we” are permanently
mortal, that is, not in “final” control. We have, finally, no clear and distinct
ideas. The various contending biological bodies emerge at the intersection
of biological research and writing, medical and other business practices, and
technology, such as the visualization technologies enlisted as metaphors in
this chapter. But also invited into that node of intersection is the analogue to
the lively languages that actively intertwine in the production of literary value:
the coyote and protean embodiments of a world as witty agent and actor.
Perhaps the world resists being reduced to mere resource because it is – not
mother/matter/mutter – but coyote, a figure for the always problematic, always
potent tie of meaning and bodies. Feminist embodiment, feminist hopes for
partiality, objectivity and situated knowledges, turn on conversations and
codes at this potent node in fields of possible bodies and meanings. Here is
where science, science fantasy, and science fiction converge in the objectivity
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question in feminism. Perhaps our hopes for accountability, for politics, for
ecofeminism, turn on revisioning the world as coding trickster with whom we
must learn to converse.

————————————
1 — John Varley’s science fiction short story, “The Persistence of Vision”, in The
Persistence of Vision [New York: Dell, 1978], 263-316, is part of the inspiration for this
section. In the story, Varley constructs a utopian community designed and built by the deafblind. He then explores these people’s technologies and other mediations of communication
and their relations to sighted children and visitors. In the story, “Blue Champagne”, in Blue
Champagne [New York: Berley, 1986], 17-79, Varley transmutes the theme to interrogate
the politics of intimacy and technology for a paraplegic young woman whose prosthetic
device, the golden gypsy, allows her full mobility. But because the infinitely costly device is
owned by a intergalatic communications and entertainment empire, for which she works
as a media star making “feelies”, she may keep het technological, intimate, enabling, other
self only in exchange for the complicity in the commodifications of all experience. What are
her limits to the reinvention of experience for sale? Is the personal political under the sign
of simulation? One way to read Varley’s repeated investigations of finally always limited
embodiments, differently abled beings, prosthetic technologies, and cyborgian encounters
with their finitude, despite their extraodinary transcendence of “organic” orders, is to find
an allegory for the personal and political in the historical mythic time of the late twentieth
century, the era of techno-biopolitics. Prosthesis becomes a fundamental category for
understanding our most intimate selves. Prosthesis is semiosis, the making of meanings and
bodies, not for transcendence, but for power-charged communication.
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2 — C.D.B Bryan, The National Geographic Society: 100 Years of Adventure and
discovery [NewYork: Harry N. Abrams, 1987], 352.
3 — I owe my understanding of the experience of these photographs to Jim Clifford,
University of California at Santa Cruz, who identified their “land ho!” effect on the reader.
4 — Bryan, 454.
5 — See Hartsock, “The Feminist Standpoint: Developing the Ground for a Specifically
Feminist Historical Materialism”; and Chela Sandoral, Yours in Struggle: Women Respond
to Racism (Oakland: Center for Third World Organizing, n.d.); Harding; and Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands/La Frontera (San Francisco: Spinsters/Aunt Lute, 1987).
6 — Annette Kuhn, Women’s Pictures: Feminism and Cinema (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1982), 3-18.
7 — Joan Scott reminded me that Teresa de Lauretis put it like this:
Differences among women may be better understood as differences within women. . . But
once understood in their constitutive power – once it is understood, that is, that these
differences not only constitute each woman’s consciousness and subjective limits but all
together define the female subject of feminism in its very specificity, is inherent and at least
for now irreconcilable contradiction – these differences, then, cannot be again collapsed into
a fixed identity, a sameness of all women as Woman, or a representation of Feminism as a
coherent and available image.
See Theresa de Lauretis, “Feminist Studies/Critical Studies: Issues, Terms, and Contexts,” in her
Feminist Studies/Critical Studies (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 14-15.

8 — Chandra Mohanty, “Under Western Eyes,” Boundary 2 and 3 (1984): 333-58.
9 — See Sofoulis, unpublished manuscript.
10 — In The Science Question in Feminism (p. 18), Harding suggests that gender has
three dimensions, each historically specific: gender symbolism, the social-sexual division of
labor, and processes of constructing individual gendered identity. I would enlarge her point
to note that there is no reason to expect the three dimensions to covary or codetermine
each other, at least not directly. That is, extremely steep gradients between contrasting
terms in gender symbolism may very well not correlate with sharp social-sexual divisions
of labor or social power, but they may be closely related to sharp racial stratification or
something else. Similarly, the processes of gendered subject formation may not be directly
illuminated by knowledge of the sexual division of labor or the gender symbolism in the
particular historical situation under examination. On the other hand, we should expect
mediated relations among the dimensions. The mediations might move through quite
different social axes of organization of both symbols, practice, and identity, such as race
– and vice versa. I would suggest also that science, as well as gender or race, might be
usefully broken up into such a multipart scheme of symbolism, social practice, and subject
position. More than three dimensions suggest themselves when the parallels are drawn. The
different dimensions of, for example, gender, race and science might mediate the patterns of
connection between symbolic connections and formation of individual subject positions on
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the science or gender chart. Or formations of gendered or racial subjectivity might mediate
the relations between scientific social division of labor and scientific symbolic patterns.
The chart below begins an analysis by parallel dissections. In the chart (and in reality?),
both gender and science ara analytically asymmetrical; that is, each term contains and
obscures a structuring hierarchicalized binary opposition, sex/gender and nature/science.
Each binary opposition orders the silent term by a logic of appropriation, as resource to
product, nature to culture, potential to actual. Both poles of the opposition are constructed
and structure each other dialectically. Within each voiced or explicit term, further
asymmetrical splittings can be excavated, as from gender, masculine to feminine, and from
science, hard sciences to soft sciences. This is a point about remembering how a particular
analytical tool works, willy-nilly, intended or not. The chart reflects common ideological
aspects of discourse on science and gender and may help as an analytical tool to crack open
mystified units like Science or Woman.
GENDER				SCIENCE
1) symbolic system			

symbolic system

2) social divison of labor		
(by sex, by race, etc.)			

social division of labor
(e.g., by craft or industrial logics)

3) individual identity/subject position
individual identity/subject position
(desiring/desired; autonomous relational) (knower/known; scientist/other)
4) material culture			
(e.g., gender paraphernalia and daily
on
gender technologies, the narrow tracks
on which sexual difference runs)

material culture
(e.g., laboratories, the narrow tracks

5) dialectif of construction and discovery
discovery

dialectic of construction and

which facts run)

11 — Katie King, “Canons without Innocence” (Ph. D. diss., University of California at
Santa Cruz, 1987).
12 — Evelyn Fox Keller, in “The Gender/Science System: Or, Is Sex to Is to Science?”
(Hypatia 2 [Fall 1987]: 37-49), has insisted on the important possibilities opened up by
the construction of the intersection of the distinction between sex and gender, on the one
hand, and nature and science, on the other. She also insists on the need to hold to some
nondiscursive grounding in “sex” and “nature,” perhaps what I am calling the “body” and
“world.”
13 — See Sofoulis, chap. 3.
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Imagem extraída de Padre Himalaya – Antologia com Textos Inéditos,
Jacinto Rodrigues e Rosa Oliveira, Município de Arcos de Valdevez, 2013, p. 520.
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Andrei Ujică is a writer and director born in Romania in 1951.

He is a film professor at the Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design, and he
was the founding director of the ZKM’s film institute. He studied literature
in Timişoara, Bucharest, and Heidelberg, and since 1968 he has published
prose, lyrics, and essays. He moved to Germany in 1981 and has been making
films since 1990. Together with Harun Farocki, he made Videogramme einer
Revolution (1992), a film which has become a standard work in Europe when
referring to relationships between political power and the media and the
end of the Cold War, and which was listed by the magazine Les Cahiers du
Cinema as one of the top 10 subversive films of all time. His film Out of the
Present (1999) tells the story of the cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev who spent 10
months on board MIR space station, while back on Earth, the Soviet Union
collapsed. His latest film Autobiografia lui Nicolae Ceauşescu (2010) explores
the image of the Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceauşescu using unknown official
footage from the Romanian National Television and National Film Archives.
Currently he is working on a film called Beatles that explores a weekend in the
life of the famous British band at the beginning of their second US tour.

“My personal implication is very strong. My generation was born and raised

just after the Second World War. In my artistic and literary education, we were
all very influenced by the 19th century and by the idea that an individual has
two biographies: one, private, and the other, historical. In moments of crisis
and upheaval, the historical biography becomes preponderant, history writes
us. The idea is therefore to understand this collective dimension in one’s
personal life, where one’s own biography is shaped by much broader historical
data. The trilogy questions how my biography was incorporated – one could
say determined and even written – in the historical narrative. (…)
I’m thinking for example of the youth of the Arab world who have
the same pressure on their historical biography that we had at the time. It
is to them in particular to eventually make these films. These images are
interesting, I’m thinking for example of Tahrir Square, where there is a very
strong individualization and a great proximity to the event, to the violence –
these images are very close to the notion of ocular witness.”
Andrei Ujică, Retour sur une Trilogie, interview
by Arnaud Hée, Critikat, 2012
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“What about fiction? Fiction is the space, the absence of gravity that restores

its rights to the general rotundity of things, to their lack of weight in front of
the unimaginable size of an above-ground nature. It is the whole Earth rather
than the earth trampled by the legs and the tanks, as on the amateur images of
the rout of a regime that are edited in counterpoint to that adventure. It is the
grace of the void, rather than this distant floor where the news is constantly
changing in history. The porthole of Krikalev is a total point of view (the globe
at a glance, the whole world scrolling in an hour and a half, time of a tour
in orbit that the duration of the film imitates), but this totality is an absolute
indifference, an infinite contemplation, a view from above that is not a rise of
height but an isolation.
(…)
In a sequence that oscillates between the erotic and the ironic, Krikalev is
working out in slow motion in his vessel bathed in 90’s techno. This electronic
music of its time, drawing towards trance, on which tempo Ujică pulsates
the images coming from an impossible point of view (and yet stamped with
the seal of the documentary authenticity), this music tells us that in 1996,
the world is a disco at the crossroads of the end of history, that the world
itself, transgressing the law of genres, becomes a fiction from the moment
we can contemplate it in a single image - at the time of «reunification» and
“globalization”. Quoting Kubrick’s 2001 and Tarkovsky’s Solaris, not just in
the form of a tribute but as a farewell to any science-fiction and any modern
epic, Out of the Present, leading both the postmodernist struggle and that of
its critique, appears as a pure time capsule launched in the face of humanity
– who thinks she sees her reflection in the mirror when she looks at the
impassive sphere that takes the place of the world. This illusion had a future.”
Luc Chessel, “Out of the Present, Vers la Fiction et au-delà”, Libération, 2017

“Weightlessness is, no matter what, a kind of burden. It changes us physically:
Our faces swell because the blood rushes to the head, while the blood vessels
themselves also expand. And this state continues during the entire flight. You
need a certain amount of time to get used to it, which doesn’t mean that it
gets any easier. On the other hand, for me personally, it is easier to get used to
weightlessness than to get used to gravity again later.
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It must be a very strange feeling not to have any weight for some length of time…
You know, the bodily sensation in zero gravity is the same as that in a free
fall. When someone falls from a tree, the feeling that occurs in the short time
before hitting the ground is exactly the same as in a state of weightlessness. A
pretty strange feeling. Many people recognize it from that dream that makes
you suddenly wake up. In space flight you start to “fall” as soon as you enter
orbit. The propulsion jets are turned off, the acceleration is over, and the fall
begins. And this state of affairs lasts until landing. It’s not a matter of a few
moments or dream minutes, but rather lasts for months. Eventually you get
used to it, but at first it’s hard even to go to sleep. Imagine that you’ve jumped
from a plane and, before your parachute opens, you have to try to live a
completely normal life – do your work, get some rest, etc. That is exactly what
zero gravity is like. (...)
I’d like to talk to you about the view from space now. Do you still remember the
first time you experienced it?
If I were to try to describe it to you, the words would fail me. Because this is
the critical difference between what has been experienced and the imagining
of that experience. Which ultimately holds true for every frontier experience.
Everybody knows that the sky is black in space. But when you’ve seen with
your own eyes how the sun appears in the black heavens and that the stars are
right next to the sun, then it’s indescribable in the truest sense of the word.
You know, the stars shine without twinkling.”
The cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev in conversation with Andrei Ujică

“It was immediately obvious – as soon as we saw people’s shocked eyes – that
we had been projected into a new reality and that this cultural layer that
usually protects us instantly exploded. We found ourselves naked – naked
people on a bare land. We had to start all over again. So, I was looking for
(and that’s what people were expecting from me), I was trying to touch what
had happened, but that was beyond our knowledge and imagination. We
were immediately confronted with the problem of our adaptation to this
event. Because the first sensation out there in the zone is that our biological
instrument is inadequate. We, divine creatures, we are not ready: our eyes
do not see the radiation, our noses do not smell it, our hands do not feel it.
Our whole biology is caught off guard. And our vocabulary is not adapted.
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Our feelings, our representations are not adapted. All human dimensions
are inadequate, because until then time was measured with our human
dimensions. Perhaps that had already changed after the nuclear bomb, and yet
it was after Chernobyl that the notion of time took a radically new dimension.
Time has turned into eternity. The end and the beginning touched. We go
into the contaminated area, we meet people who have remained there and
refused evacuation: they mow the grass with the scythe, cultivate the land
with the plow, cut down the trees with the ax, spend their evenings at the light
of the torch, and at the same time, physicists try to solve enigmatic problems
of an incredible complexity, posed by Chernobyl. Chernobyl is a totally new
reality that is not commensurate with ourselves, our culture, or our biological
potential.”
Svetlana Alexievitch in conversation with Paul Virilio
for the film Unknown Quantity by Andrei Ujică, 2002.

“After I emigrated to Germany, in 1981, I was forced by circumstances to take

a detour through theory. I got an assistant post at the University of Mannheim,
with a specialty in literary theory and film theory. That’s where the events of
1989 found me. In 1990 I published, together with Hubertus von Amelunxen,
photography historian and theorist, a book called Television/Revolution: The
Ultimatum of the Images – Romania in December 1989. It contained, among
other things, four dialogues I had with Romanian intellectuals, friends from
youth, two from Timişoara, two from Bucharest, who had witnessed the
events both at first hand and on TV.
Harun Farocki contacted me through the publishing house, expressing
his interest in making a film adaptation of the dialogues and asking me if I
wanted to help him. I told him it would be so much more interesting to make
a film about what is not dealt with in the book, namely the videograms of that
revolution. We decided to do it together.
The idea at the basis of the project can be summarized in this way: in 1989,
a hundred cameras followed what was happening in Romania; history is no
longer divided into theatrical scenes, nor into literary chapters – it is perceived
as a sequence; and the sequence demands a film.
(...)
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The prevailing artistic medium of an age has always had a determining
influence on history. This is clearly the case in the Modern European Age. It
has been influenced by theater, from Shakespeare to Schiller, and then by the
novel, until Tolstoy. We know that the twentieth century is filmic. But it is only
with the advent of the video camera, and the increased possibilities for lengthy
and mobile recording it offers, that the process of the filmification of history
can be completed.”
Andrei Ujică in a conversation with Rob White,
Film Quarterly, Spring 2011, Vol. 64, No. 3
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Daniel Mann (1983) was born in the USA and went to Film

School in Tel Aviv University. He is currently completing his PhD thesis at
Goldsmiths – University of London on image warfare and the integration of
habitual media into armed conflict. With deep knowledge in the PalestinianIsraeli conflict and reality, Mann’s films and writing seek to redefine the
politics of images through the entanglement of representations, users, media
practices and the automated operation of data. Investigating the notion of
habit both visually and conceptually, his work revolves around the embedding
and embodying of media technologies into life within conflict zones. The
visuality produced by everyday practices and its political (re)appropriation
is at the core of his general inquiry. Mann has made films in collaboration
with Sasha Litvintseva, Sirah Foighel Brutmann and Eitan Efrat. He has also
collaborated with Forensic Architecture in the investigation of the murder of
Yaqub al-Qi’an at Umm el-Hiran (Israel), 2017.

“September 30, 1659.
– I, poor miserable Robinson Crusoe, being shipwrecked during a dreadful
storm in the offing, came on shore on this dismal, unfortunate island, which
I called “The Island of Despair”; all the rest of the ship’s company being
drowned, and myself almost dead.
All the rest of the day I spent in afflicting myself at the dismal circumstances
I was brought to – viz. I had neither food, house, clothes, weapon, nor place
to fly to; and in despair of any relief, saw nothing but death before me – either
that I should be devoured by wild beasts, murdered by savages, or starved to
death for want of food. At the approach of night I slept in a tree, for fear of
wild creatures; but slept soundly, though it rained all night.’”
Daniel Defoe, Robison Crusoe

“I started writing farewell letters to my family. The writing gives me the feeling
that I can talk to someone, the characters appearing before my eyes to give
me comfort. I am writing with the feeling that no one will ever read the letter,
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besides my family – should my body ever be found. In the meantime, the air
is getting thicker and the heat gradually intensifies. Of course, the one water
bottle I have with me was left in the jeep. From time to time, a light rain of
dust and pebbles falls down on my head. I know that this could cause a larger
landslide. The writing soothes me – but I try not to move at all. The question is
how to survive.”
Eli Raz’s diary, written while stuck in a sinkhole, quoted by Daniel Mann
and Sasha Litvintseva in Sinkholes in Signification.

“Father is trying to decide where is the Diaspora and where is home. He had
learned to recognize that there is no return. Even if he returns to a certain
place, lost time can never be retrieved.”

**

“Stranger here, stranger there, stranger everywhere. I wish I could come
home, baby, but I’m also a stranger there.”
Odetta, quoted by David Perlov in Diary 1973-1980.

“13 Then I heard a holy one speaking, and another holy one said to him, “How

long will it take for the vision to be fulfilled—the vision concerning the daily
sacrifice, the rebellion that causes desolation, the surrender of the sanctuary
and the trampling underfoot of the Lord’s people?” 14 He said to me, “It will
take 2,300 evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary will be reconsecrated.”
15 While I, Daniel, was watching the vision and trying to understand it,
there before me stood one who looked like a man. 16 And I heard a man’s
voice from the Ulai calling, “Gabriel, tell this man the meaning of the vision.”
17 As he came near the place where I was standing, I was terrified and fell
prostrate. “Son of man,” he said to me, “understand that the vision concerns
the time of the end.’”
Daniel 8:13-17
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“In the future Israel will declare a state of emergency, this tape belongs to the
one family that will survive the disaster.”

**

“When mundane life is suddenly paused and the ties that bind us to a specific

place are severed, we can imagine all the scenarios that had never happened.
We are able to observe them from afar and assess their consequences.”
Daniel Mann

“On the day that Chantal Akerman died, news agencies world-wide covered a

wave of violence between Palestinians from East Jerusalem and the West Bank
and the Israeli authorities. One headline in the Israeli newspaper Haaretz ran:
‘East Jerusalem’s Leading Role in Terror Attacks Catches Israel Off Guard.’
What began as a single incident in the Old City of Jerusalem quickly escalated
into a spree of sporadic violence; Palestinians attempted to stab Israelis using
whatever sharp instruments they could lay their hands on.
(...)
While Jeanne Dielman’s image was circulated on social media as a way of
commemorating Akerman’s death, she was also momentarily reincarnated
on our screens through the image of Israa Abed, a young Palestinian woman
who stood still in the middle of a busy bus station holding a kitchen knife in
her hand before being shot and injured by a local security man. Preliminary
investigations suggested that Israa Abed had intended to carry out an attack,
but as the full details of the event were revealed, it was concluded by an Israeli
court that, in fact, she had intended to trigger a violent response from the
authorities and get herself killed. Israeli media claimed it was an attempt at
suicide, after which the case was closed, the court concluding that a temporary
mental breakdown had probably taken hold of her. Indeed, the video clip itself
could attest to such conclusions. Standing still, kitchen knife in hand, Abed
enacted a drama that would likely lead to her immediate death: becoming the
image of terror.
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(...)
‘terror’ could be defined as an aesthetic category that disrupts the existing
order of the sensible: an image of violence that intervenes in the existing
distribution of power defined by what and who is publicly visible and who
is systematically ‘out-of-frame’. It is an act that draws the cameras as well as
gunfire. It challenges a particular, prescribed visibility that takes control of
the body. By framing the body in such a way that it destabilises this order, an
image of terror is produced, one that provokes an eruption of violence.”
Daniel Mann, The Kitchen Knife: A Stab in the Eye of Domestic Enclosure

“ ‘The archive is not a stock from which we draw for pleasure, it is constantly

a lack’ (Farge 1989: 70): it is essentially about the lack in-between the artefacts
that it holds. These lurking lacks and holes divert our interest from what we
see in the images towards the way the images were made and the narrative
that they sought to support. Once lack sneaks back into the image, the stability
of solid narratives begins to crumble, or – shall we say – collapse, exposing
a vacuum of meaning that had always been lurking below. This vacuum, so
vigorously concealed, can no longer remain outside of the picture. It reappears
as a hole.”
Daniel Mann and Sasha Litvintseva, Sinkholes in Signification in: Sonic Acts
Academy 2018 Reader: Unpacking the Process of Artists Knowledge.

“The supposed absence of life in the area was used as a pretext by settler

colonialism for the confiscation of Palestinian lands. In the Zionist
imagination, the desert could be transformed into flourishing arable lands,
and Jewish settlements and Kibbutzim used agricultural development as a
colonial strategy of claiming territory. The rapid development of settlements
meant that the scarce water sources available in the extreme desert terrain
were circumvented to facilitate the irrigation of palm groves within Jewish
settlements, leading to the dropping of the sea level and consequently the
creation of sinkholes. Eating away the palm groves, crackling beneath
abandoned hotels, and puncturing deep holes into the desert roads,
sinkholes are the environment’s refusal to be complicit with the slicing,
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cutting, fragmenting, cultivating, farming, and confiscating of land and
territory. Making the land uninhabitable in the future, the sinkhole appears
as both visible symptom and active cause of this colonial project’s failure
to instrumentalise life. The sinkhole appears when life is forced into the
environment to the point of death.”
Daniel Mann and Sasha Litvintseva, “Sinkholes in Signification” in: Sonic Acts
Academy 2018 Reader: Unpacking the Process of Artists Knowledge.

“from:

Daniel Mann
to:
Patrícia Mourão
date:
Fri, Aug 24, 2018 at 3:16 PM
subject: Re: Doc’s Kingdom Seminar in Portugal : 2 - 7 September
Hi Patricia,
(...)
A few thoughts:
The figure of the individual, who finds himself isolated and confronted
with the prospect of doom, is pushed to the margins in both Future Diaries
and Salarium. Your connections allude to what we can call the drama of the
Western subject, a colonial adaptation of the biblical narrative that summons
a challenging task of survival within a foreign or hostile environment. I think
this touches on quite an intriguing aspect as this drama itself presupposes the
necessity to win over the natural environment and domesticate it. Generally,
the notion of domestication, I think, is also worth imploying; winning
over «nature» (the environment and its indigenous inhabitants) results in
domestication, inhabitation and perhaps always some form of occupation. I do
think that both FD and Salarium are an attempt to grapple with a destructive
force, and with the archival urge to save something or someone from this
force. Maybe domestication (also as home movies that domesticate places and
desires) is that destructive force.
The second thought is about the stitches that tie together the lack, with
the sinkhole, but also with the precarity of a life under threat, from which
meaning is evacuated. The conditions of visibility that together construct a
certain ‘visuality,’ are destabilised. In other words, I think there is a question
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here about our obligation to that which remains outside of the visible realm,
or better yet, to the exposure of the structural absence or cavity. Horror and
terror, with the sinkholes producing the former and the knives \ guns the
latter, are two categories that pertain to that lack or absence. Both in Salarium
and in the case of Isra Abed, the horror and terror are only the surface of a
much deeper and slower violence that remains on the threshold of the visible.
I really like this connection between the hole the sinkhole and the production
of terror- I found it particularly productive!
That said, I’m very happy with your entry point.
As long as we stick to the intentions of the images\sounds (and not my
own!) I’m positive that the discussion will be rich and productive.
(…)
Warm wishes,
Daniel”
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Deborah Stratman (born 1967) is a Chicago-based artist

and filmmaker who explores landscapes and systems in a work that spans
multiple media, including films, public sculpture, photography, drawing
and audio. Stratman turned to art and filmmaking after a first attempt in
the Sciences and, to this date, her film work is marked by her interest in
astrophysics, zoology, physics and acoustics. Much or her work points to the
relationships between physical environments and human struggles for power
and control

“August 28, 1988.
Where to start? So much has been written about the Pangbourne Massacre,
as it is now known in the popular press throughout the world, that I find it
difficult to see this tragic event with a clear eye.
(…)
The Police Video
(…)
The twenty-eight-minute film was taken by officers of Reading CID soon
after eleven o’clock on the morning of June 25, 1988, some three hours after
the murders. Thankfully, there is no sound track, and one is glad that none
is necessary, unlike the TV programs with their hectoring commentaries
full of lurid speculation. This minimalist style of camera work exactly suits
the subject matter, the shadowless summer sunlight and the almost blank
façades of the expensive houses-everything is strangely blanched, drained of
all emotion, and one seems to be visiting a set of laboratories in a hightech
science park where no human operatives are employed.
The film opens by the gatehouse that controlled access to the ten mansions,
the recreation club and gymnasium which made up the estate. The medallion
of the private security firm is visible beside the visitors’ microphone, but there
is no sign of the uniformed security guard who usually sat at the window.
(…)
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The light is flat but remarkably even, a consequence of the generous zoning
densities (approx. two acres per house) and the absence of those cheap silver
firs which cast their bleak shadows across the mock-Tudor façades of so many
executive estates in the Thames Valley.
As well, though, there is an antiseptic quality about Pangbourne Village, as
if these company directors, financiers and television tycoons have succeeded
in ridding their private Parnassus of every strain of dirt and untidiness. Here,
even the drifting leaves look as if they have too much freedom. Thirteen
children once lived in these houses, but it is hard to visualize them at play.”
Running Wild – From the Forensic Diaries of Dr. Richard Greville, Deputy
Psychiatric Adviser, Metropolitan Police. J.G Ballard

“I placed a lot of cold phone calls to a lot of sheriff ’s departments. It’s a bit

hazy in my memory now what made me decide upon any given department.
I vaguely recall researching and compiling a list of police departments who
employed helicopters. I told them I was an instructor (true) teaching a class
(true) about new ways that technology, and specifically photography and
video, are employed by law enforcement to aid with forensics or in pursuit of
their ‘targets’ (not exactly true – though a few years later I did teach a photo
class about the history of the image as evidence called “Collecting Visible
Evidence”). (...) My line was that I was giving a lecture where I wanted to
have some visual examples of just what FLIR* technology was capable of.
(*A FLIR unit is a gyroscopically mounted camera on the undercarriage of
the helicopter. It’s controlled by a tape operator on the inside with a kind of
joystick. It’s basically an airborne steadicam.)”
Deborah Stratman, interview with Mike Hoolboom,
Millennium Film Journal, Fall/Winter, .2008

“My dear, the world is so unutterably boring. There’s no telepathy, no ghosts,
no flying saucers – they can’t exist. The world is ruled by cast-iron laws.
These laws are not broken. They just can’t be broken. Don’t hope for flying
saucers. There’s no Bermuda Triangle. We have triangle A B C which is equal
to triangle A1 B1 C1. Do you sense the terrible boredom of this? It was
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interesting to live in the Middle Ages. Every house had a goblin, each church
had a God. People were young. Now every 4th person’s elderly. It’s boring, my
dear.”
Stalker, Andrei Tarkovsky

“There’s a thing the writer Charles Bowden says that I’ve quoted a thousand

times, but it never stops inspiring me. He says what is explained can be denied,
but what is felt cannot be forgotten. While I love exploring and thinking
about different paths of knowing, or just research in general I guess…I don’t
want my art works to espouse a known. I’d rather they reflect the process of
investigating and feeling things out, even when that process is unwieldy or
difficult. I deeply admire the structures and laws that scientists spend their
time formulating, but I equally want from experience a place of unknowing,
like what Keats called ‘negative capability,’ when he’s advocating for beauty
over categorical knowledge. He describes it as ‘when a man is capable of being
in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact
and reason.’ I think my attraction to chaos and entropy is related. There’s
something so powerful and cleansing about destruction, even when it’s
agonizing. The paranormal or magical keeps showing up in my work because
it represents phenomenon that are felt but can’t be explained. And the science
turns up because it’s so elegant and cool. It’s inspiring to me, the quest for
universal patterns just for their own sake. The slippage exists because both
paths, the scientific or the poetic, have wonder and observation at their core as
catalysts.”
Deborah Stratman, interview with Pablo de Ocampo, originally published in
https://herbalpertawards.org/

“I think of embodiment more broadly than just via our human bodies. For

me it might also be a structural body. An embodiment of control could be a
prison tower or a master planned community or a jersey barricade or a guard
or a television network or the frame around a film image. Embodied resistance
I tend to associate more with human bodies. The one who speaks. Those who
assemble. The one who takes an alternate path. Though embodied resistance
might also be, say, the sandbag that’s holding back the runaway river.
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An important ingredient of political embodiment for me is the act of
listening. (...) If being heard is a fundamental necessity for having political
agency, then listening has to be the other half of the arrangement.”
Deborah Stratman, interview with Pablo de Ocampo, Herb Alpert Awards

“Film demands a mute viewer; someone signing on to leave her own temporal

space in order to enter mine. I both love and struggle with the totalitarianism
behind this fact.”
Deborah Stratman, interview with Mike Hoolboom

“I like the notion of transcription as interrogation. That the simple act of

inscription implies judgment. I guess that’s what happens when histories get
written down, epochs get named and ordered, moralized and quantified. I’m
absolutely interested in the power of the word, though I don’t trust it.”
Deborah Stratman, interview with Mike Hoolboom

“We know that you know, Mr. Caul. For your own sake, don’t get involved any
further. We’ll be listening to you.”

The Conversation, Francis Ford Coppola
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Forensic Architecture (FA) is an interdisciplinary

research group based at the Centre for Research Architecture, Goldsmiths
College – University of London. Founded and directed by the architect, Eyal
Weizman, in 2010, FA has architects, scholars, artists, filmmakers, software
developers, investigative journalists, archaeologists, lawyers and scientists
in its team. Together with different partner organizations, FA investigates
the actions of states and corporations offering their analyses to civil society
organizations, NGOs, activist groups, and prosecutors, who have presented
them in various legal and political forums. The group uses advanced
architectural and media techniques to investigate armed conflicts and
environmental destruction, as well as to cross-reference a variety of evidence
sources, such as new media, remote sensing, material analysis, and witness
testimony. The investigations may assume different forms such as evidence
files, models, drawings, maps, web-based interactive cartographies, films and
animations. The aim is to bring new material and aesthetic sensibilities to
bear upon the legal and political implications of state violence, armed conflict,
and climate change. But rather than being limited to presentation in the legal
domain alone, they seek to perfosrm across a multiplicity of forums, political
and juridical, institutional and informal. In recent years, besides generating
robust debate in human rights, architecture and legal circles, Forensic
Architecture has also exhibited in leading cultural and art institutions. In 2018
they have been shortlisted for Turner Prize.

EVIDENCE OF THINGS

“I propose to define one concept of evidence, which, I claim, was lacking.

[…] Concepts of testimony and authority were not lacking: they were all too
omnipresent as the basis for the old medieval kind of probability that was
an attribute of opinion. Testimony is supported by witnesses, and authority
is conferred by ancient learning. People provide the evidence of testimony
and of authority. What was lacking, was the evidence provided by things. The
evidence of things is not to be confused with the data of sense, which in much
modern epistemology, has been regarded as the foundation of all evidence. ”
Ian Hacking, Forensic Architecture Lexicon
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FORENSIC FUTURES

“New media technologies create possibilities for generating alternative

documentary practices, which in turn allow new modes of reimagining the
future to emerge. While archives and their associated documentary practices
are traditionally oriented towards the past and engage with systems of
collecting, classifying, and retrieving historical documents and recordings,
forensic futures is an attempt to produce future-oriented archives capable of
anticipating incoming events. In many contexts, such as the West Bank in
Palestine, the event of violence is a regular occurrence that involves repetitive
patterns of behavior, played out by a familiar cast of characters (army and
ultraorthodox settlers). Rather than engage in a documentary practice that is
reactive, albeit activist, which responds to unfolding events on the ground or
records the aftermath of such conflicts, forensic futures sets out to document
the enabling conditions of violence, and offers an archive that may be called
upon to testify in the future.”
Susan Schuppli, FA Lexicon

LYING

“For secrecy—what diplomatically is called discretion as well as the arcana

imperii, the mysteries of government—and deception, the deliberate falsehood
and the outright lie used as legitimate means to achieve political ends, have
been with us since the beginning of recorded history. Truthfulness has never
been counted among the political virtues, and lies have always been regarded
as justifiable tools in political dealings. Whoever reflects on these matters
can only be surprised how little attention has been paid, in our tradition of
philosophical and political thought, to their significance, on the one hand,
for the nature of action and, on the other, for the nature of our ability to
deny in thought and word whatever happens to be the actual fact. […] A
characteristic of human action is that it always begins something new, but
this does not mean that it is ever permitted to start ab ovo, to create ex nihilo.
In order to make room for one’s own action, something that was there before
must be removed or destroyed, and things as they were before are changed.
Such change would be impossible if we could not mentally remove ourselves
from where we are physically located and imagine that things might as well
be different from what they actually are. In other words, the ability to lie,
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the deliberate denial of factual truth, and the capacity to change facts, the
ability to act, are interconnected; they owe their existence to the same source,
imagination.”
Hannah Arendt, FA Lexicon

MATERIAL AESTHETICS

“(…) Aesthetics was originally understood as that which pertains to the

senses, but in this context it designates not the human senses but rather the
sensorial dimension of matter itself: the ways in which matter can detect,
register, and respond not only to contact and impact, but also to influences
in its environment and even to remote presence. (…) Material aesthetics is
the first and fundamental layer of a multidimensional concept of “forensic
aesthetics.” Matter is an aesthetic sensorium in as much as its mutations
register minute transformations, variations, and differences within a field of
multiple forces.”
FA Lexicon

SLOW VIOLENCE

“We are accustomed to conceiving of violence as immediate and explosive,

as erupting into instant, concentrated visibility. But I wanted to revisit this
assumption and consider the relative invisibility of slow violence. By that I
mean a violence that is neither spectacular nor instantaneous, but instead
incremental, whose calamitous repercussions are postponed for years or
decades or centuries. Emphasizing the temporal dispersion of slow violence
can change the way we perceive and respond to a variety of social crises, like
domestic abuse or post-traumatic stress, but it is particularly pertinent to the
strategic challenges posed by environmental calamities. Environmentalists
face a fundamental challenge: How can we devise arresting stories, images,
and symbols that capture the pervasive but elusive effects of slow violence?
[…] Our cultural moment is in thrall to speed and spectacle, which has the
effect of distorting our perception of what counts as violence.”
Rob Nixon, FA Lexicon
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THRESHOLD OF DETECTABILITY

“The threshold of detectability is the state of visibility at which an object

teeters on the brink of being observable or not observable. This is an
epistemologically enriched status in forensic terms. In it the materiality of the
thing represented—a building for example—and the materiality of the thing
representing that object—a film, digital photo, or satellite image—both its
material state and the mechanical means whereby this condition is archived/
witnessed, come simultaneously into view and under intense scrutiny. On
either side of the threshold of detectability, when an object is captured either
in high resolution or recorded at such a low resolution that there is nothing
to be seen, we can only examine one or the other of its states, the object
represented or the surface representing that thing.”
FA Lexicon

“Forensis is used to interrogate the relation between the two constitutive

sites of forensics—namely fields and forums. In forensic terms the division
is straightforward: the field is the site of investigation and the forum is the
place where the results of an investigation are presented and contested.
However, both these sites must be understood to be more than mere locational
designations. The field is not only a neutral, abstract grid on which traces of a
crime can be plotted out, but itself a dynamic and elastic territory, a force field
that is shaped by but also shapes conflict. The forum, in turn, is a composite
apparatus. It is constituted as a shifting triangulation between three elements:
a contested object or site, an interpreter tasked with translating ‘the language
of things,’ and the assembly of a public gathering. Forensis thus establishes
a relation between the animation of material objects and the gathering of
political collectives.”
Eyal Weizman, Introduction: Forensis1.

————————————
1 — Henceforth all quotes were taken from the same essay by Eyal Weizman:
“Introduction: Forensis”, in: Forensis – The Architecture of Public Truth. Sternberg Press,
2014.
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“New visibilities have emerged with the development and widespread

accessibility of digital data derived from activist imagery and their accelerated
dissemination via mobile phone, cloud, and social networks. These
technologies have expanded the capacity to bear witness, but they have also
transformed the meaning of testimony, and to a certain extent eroded its
sanctity. Today there are many photographers and spectators but only a few
witnesses in the traditional sense. While the number of images and available
information in the public domain has been amplified, bringing new sights,
sounds, and issues into the eyes and ears of an extended polity, these images
also call for new practices of trawling through, looking at, and looking again,
interpreting, verifying, decoding and amplifying messages and broadcasting
them further.”

“An emerging forensic sensibility has increasingly blurred the previously

distinct categories of evidence, corresponding to the law’s reference to
objects, and the witness, the source of human testimony. This forensic turn
is articulated against a cultural background that is increasingly tuned to the
testimony of victims. Referred to by scholars as the ‘era of the witness,’ recent
decades have seen the foregrounding of the narratives of victims, so that they
have exerted an enormous cultural, aesthetic, and political influence. The
present forensic sensibility seeks to bypass human testimony, especially that
of the victims of violence, precisely because the memory of violent events,
often complicated by trauma, is seen to be marked by the very irrationality,
sometimes madness, of the perpetrator, and thus, to a certain extent, to
mirror it. Forensics can however never really overcome the complexities of
the subject, the ambiguity of language, and the frailty of witness memory.
Material science is never conclusive, but subjected to probability calculations
and margins of error, and the material reality forensically presented is itself of
course filtered through language.”

“Artists have collaborated with human rights organizations since the birth

of the human rights movement in the mid-1970s, and these two groups have
coevolved ever since. Human rights groups made great use of the affective
power of poetry, documentary photography, and filmmaking in stirring public
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compassion and action. On the other hand, the emergence of the human
rights sensibility structured the way artists understood and described conflict
worldwide, providing means to interrogate historical and political processes
from the point of view of its individual victims. Registering this entangled
development, the lobbies of human rights organizations are almost exclusively
dedicated to art exhibitions depicting personal stories filtered through
different documentary practices. However, with several important exceptions,
artists’ accounts and representations of individuals in distress were external to
and illustrative of the actual investigative work of human rights researchers.
This project [Forensic Architecture] seeks to mark a possible departure from
the terms of this collaboration, and employ aesthetic means as investigative
tools or as modes of investigation for analyzing political processes and their
consequences.”

“The modern history of forensics is of course the history of the techniques by

which states police individuals. It includes the physiognomic techniques of
the nineteenth century and the digital eavesdropping of yesterday. We were on
the other hand committed to the possibilities of reversing the forensic gaze,
to ways of turning forensics into a counter-hegemonic practice able to invert
the relation between individuals and states, to challenge and resist state and
corporate violence and the tyranny of their truth.”

“Beyond its manifestation in commodity or sexual form, it is in forensics

that the fetish can be most productively practiced today. Here, the fetish
should not be the mystifying and obfuscating veil that masks the true way
in which objects are made in the world—a feature of capitalism that Marx
identified in commodity fetishism. On the contrary, under the microphysical
lens of methodological fetishism, it is in the object that the fabric of complex
social relations, imprinted political forces, and logics of practice are folded.
If fetishism is the attribution of an inherent power and a certain agency to
inanimate objects, then we must embrace the term as we come to understand
objects, buildings, cracks, and their representations as historical agents.”
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“Unlike science, politics is not driven by a desire for a well-constructed truth,

and unlike law it does not seek to render judgment on past events from the
vantage point of the present order: rather, it is driven by a desire to change the
way things are.
An important component in our ability to respond to political challenges is
the capacity of forensis to move beyond detecting, calculating, processing,
and presenting acts of injustice. Achieving a heightened aesthetic state of
material sensitivity, tuned to weak signals, must be enhanced by a sensitivity
to the materiality of politics: this entails an appreciation that whether you are
a building, a territory, a pixel, or a person, to detect is to transform, and to be
transformed is to feel pain.”
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Hannah Meszaros Martin is a PhD candidate

at the Centre for Research Architecture, Goldsmiths, University of London
and a member of Forensic Architecture. For the past five years she has
conducted a practice-led research project into the effects of the legally
sanctioned eradication of the coca plant via aerial fumigation with the
herbicide glyphosate, in the context of the Colombian armed conflict and
the US-led war on drugs. Her research involves documenting the politicallegal transformation that have outlawed nonhumam life and analyzing how
new methods of imaging and data production have informed the eradication
policies.

“In 1961 the United Nations Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs outlawed

the growth of the coca plant. It granted states the power to not only destroy
coca when harvested illegally for drug production, but also to kill it in the
wild, suggesting that the plant itself was ontologically guilty in the eyes of the
law even before it had come into contact with human beings. In doing so, the
convention intervened not only in human economic and cultural practices,
but also in the ecosystems in which this plant is embedded. As a result, the
coca plant was condemned for the crimes of its alkaloid derivative – cocaine.”
Hannah Meszaros Martin, Defoliating the World.1

“Fumigation has very little to do with these outlawed plants and a lot to do

with the land they are growing on. While herbicide fumigations, in both
the context of counterinsurgency and the drug war, have been taking place
in Latin America since the 1970s, in Colombia the practice was legalised in
1994 and intensified in 2000 with the implementation of the US-funded ‘Plan
Colombia’, a multi-billion dollar aid package which made aerial fumigation
————————————

1 — Henceforth all quotes come from the same text, “Defoliating the World: Ecocide,
Visible Evidence and ‘Earthly Memory”. In: Third Text, 2018.
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using the Monsanto-produced glyphosate-based ‘Roundup’ the centrepiece
of drug control policy and counterinsurgency against the FARC (Fuerzas
Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia).”

“As outlawed species and ecologies become subject to legalised destruction,

we begin to see how the law continuously intervenes in and reformulates the
environment.
Leaves are typically presented as an obstacle to vision, which is why they
became a target during counter-insurgency campaigns in the forests of
the Cold War. In 1972, during the Vietnam War, a short editorial entitled
‘Defoliating the World’ appeared in the Milwaukee Journal, now the largest
newspaper in Wisconsin, USA. (…) According to the article, a US Army study
even called for the defoliation of forests in Western Europe to prevent the
spread of communism. (…) In the eyes of the state, the forest canopy formed
an impenetrable, opaque surface, concealing the criminalised lives that dwelt
beneath. ”

“Founded in 1997, the UNODC has been generating statistics on coca

cultivation in Colombia predominately using remote sensing data, and these
reports inform political policies such as crop eradication. Thus, the view of the
satellite starts to matter. When satellite images are used in the war on drugs to
identify and classify coca and other illicit crops, delineating between the legal
and the illegal becomes a question of scale and resolution. The space of the
forest/farm presents a problem for this remote view, a disruption of the state’s
visual apparatuses, which cannot see this method of agriculture for what it is.
The space of the forest/farm resists identification precisely because its inherent
visuality remains firmly outside the visual logic of the state.”
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“If we are to rely on the technology of the state to obtain this knowledge – that
is, on satellite technology – a question arises: how is it possible to track the
disappearance of a space that was already invisible? If small-scale forest/farm
plots (averaging 0.25 hectares) are almost equal in size to a single Landsat
satellite pixel at a resolution of thirty metres per pixel and, by the nature of
their architecture of cultivation, covered as they are by dense foliage, how
could they even be counted in the first place? ”

“If it is accepted that the earth has its own memory – which can take on

many forms – how can this memory be visually represented in a court of law
or in a setting like a truth commission? And further, what does truth (and
reconciliation) look like from the point of view of the earth? What kind of
truths could a plant tell? Or the soil? Or the air? What sort of historical
memory does the earth have and how can we read it? What kinds of aesthetics
are called for when trying to document, and also resist, processes of enforced
extinction? And how would this reorientate our idea of truth – including
evidentiary truth?”
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João Pedro Rodrigues is a filmmaker and artist based

in Lisbon, Portugal. He interrupted his studies in ornithology to attend the
ESTC Film School in Lisbon, where he earned a degree in 1989 before going
on to work as an assistant director and film editor. His work explores gender
and human desire in all its guises, reflecting the multifarious history of film,
from classical genres to documentary and experimental film. Along with a
number of short films, he has written and directed five feature films, including
his first, O Fantasma, which premiered in the Official Competition at Venice
Film Festival, in 2000, causing a national ruckus in Italy, when the Vatican
official newspaper asked for the festival director’s dismissal for having selected
the film. He has also co-directed several shorts and the feature The Last Time
I Saw Macao (2012) with his lifelong partner and artistic collaborator, João
Rui Guerra da Mata. His most recent film, The Ornithologist won the Silver
Leopard for Best Director at Locarno Film Festival in 2016.

“I always think that I am all my characters.”
João Pedro Rodrigues

«Olha estoutra bandeira, e vê pintado
O grão progenitor dos Reis primeiros:
Nós Húngaro o fazemos, porém nado
Crêm ser em Lotaríngia os estrangeiros.
Despois de ter, cos Mouros, superado
Galegos e Lioneses cavaleiros,
À Casa Santa passa o santo Henrique,
Por que o tronco dos Reis se santifique.»

9

“See now this other painted flag upon,
of our first Kings the great progenitor :
Our Hist’ory makes him to be Hung’ary’s son,
but strangers say Lorraine the hero bore.
When with the chivalry of proud Leon
and the Gallego he lay low the Moor,
unto Sanct Sep’ulchre saintly Henry hied
that might his kingly trunk be sanctified.”

– «Quem é, me dize, estoutro que me espanta
(Pergunta o Malabar maravilhado),
Que tantos esquadrões, que gente tanta,
Com tão pouca, tem roto e destroçado?
Tantos muros aspérrimos quebranta,
Tantas batalhas dá, nunca cansado,
Tantas coroas tem, por tantas partes,
A seus pés derribadas, e estandartes?»

10

– “Say, prithee, who be this that frights my sight ?”
(asketh th’ astonied man of Malabar)
who all these squadrons, all these men of might
with his thin legions thus can rout and mar ?
Who breaks such bulwarks proud in breadth and height,

who gives such battle, never tired of war,
who comes so many crowns in many parts
to trample under foot, and estandarts ?”
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– «Este é o primeiro Afonso (disse o Gama),
Que todo Portugal aos Mouros toma;
Por quem no Estígio lago jura a Fama
De mais não celebrar nenhum de Roma.
Este é aquele zeloso a quem Deus ama,
Com cujo braço o Mouro imigo doma,
Pera quem de seu Reino abaxa os muros,
Nada deixando já pera os futuros.

11

– “The First Afonso ’tis, the Gama spake,
by whom the Moor all Portugalia lost ;
for whom Fame sware her oath by Stygian Lake
no more of noble Roman name to boast :
The Zealot he whom God would ne’er forsake
by whose brave arm He tames the Moorish host,
for whom their walled reign He lays so low
no more is left for future days to do.”

«Se César, se Alexandre Rei, tiveram
Tão pequeno poder, tão pouca gente,
Contra tantos imigos quantos eram
Os que desbaratava este excelente,
Não creias que seus nomes se estenderam
Com glórias imortais tão largamente;
Mas deixa os feitos seus inexplicáveis,
Vê que os de seus vassalos são notáveis.

12

“Had Caesar, or King Alexander led
a power so puny, men-at-arms so few,
against the multitudes unnumbered
this excellent Commander overthrew ;
deem not their names had earth thus overspread,
nor could their deathless glories death subdue :
But leave we such inexplicable Deeds
and see what worth of vassal-men he leads.

«Este que vês olhar, com gesto irado,
Pera o rompido aluno mal sofrido,
Dizendo-lhe que o exército espalhado
Recolha, e torne ao campo defendido;
Torna o Moço, do velho acompanhado,
Que vencedor o torna de vencido:
Egas Moniz se chama o forte velho,
Pera leais vassalos claro espelho.

13

“This whom thou seest sight with kindling eye
his broken pupil, fierce in high disdain
bidding him rally flying hosts, and try
once more the desp’erate fortunes of the plain :
Returneth Youth with Age to do or die,
and turns the vanquisht Vanquisher again :
Egas Moniz, the gallant vet’eran hight,
is Knighthood’s mirror to each loyal knight.
Camões, Os Lusíadas, Canto 8

“In 1515, the bodily remains of Afonso Henriques’ were transferred to a new

tomb, located in the nave of the church. Sometime between 1522 and 1530,
he was once again transferred, this time to the main chapel (…) There are two
accounts of the ceremony of the first transfer.
(…)
Timóteo dos Mátires reports that D. Afonso Henriques was ten feet tall –
nearly two meters. Nicolau de Santa Maria gave a more dramatic description.
According to the Portuguese historian José Mattoso, Nicolau would have said
that D. Manuel had laid Afonso’s body on a throne, with a sword in his hand;
people would come and kiss the corpse’s hand. In 1832, D. Miguel wanted to
see the first king of Portugal and the tomb was opened for the third time. The
news published in the Gazeta de Lisboa also said that he was ten palms high.”
Teresa Firmino, Cientistas vão abrir hoje em Coimbra o túmulo do primeiro
rei de Portugal, in Público, 06 de julho de 2006
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“These films list the adventures – the positions – of a body launched in

search of its own consistency by the greatest possible dissolution, in a quest
for perfection always hindered. A perfect body, and an impossible one: not
because such perfection would not exist, but because something can only go
wrong in the process. The important thing is that this impossible perfection
takes less the form of a plastic perfection (which would be organic or statuary,
seeking a stabilization, a stop) than that of a perfection of the pleasure (which
would act like a discharge, but reaches its maximum in suspense, delay).”
Luc Chessel, “Raccord sexuel”,
in João Pedro Rodrigues – Le Jardin des Fauves, p. 208

“Whoever approached the Spirit will feel its warmth, hence his heart will be
lifted up to new heights.”
Saint Anthony of Padua (born in Lisbon in 1195)

“You often come back to the concept of inventory, the logic of the biologist, the
chemist.

Yes, by the way, in cinephilia there is a little that side, too. I still meet people
who want to see all the films of each director and then take notes... When I
started going to the cinema, I moved away from these people because they
were watching the movies, yes, but after that, it’s as if there’s nothing left. It’s
like all the movies resembled each other. They said they loved some more
than others, but it’s like there’s a form of equivalence of everything. Whereas,
I discovered how much some films touched me much more than others, even
if, at the beginning, I did not understand very well. I liked movies that I do not
like at all today, but maybe it was important to have loved them at the time.
Conversely, there are things that I like a lot and that I did not understand at
all at that time. I started by loving a rather intellectual cinema, even though
I already saw a lot of American movies. The beauty of American cinema, I
really discovered it later. I thought it was too popular culture and I indulged in
denigrating it.”
João Pedro Rodrigues in conversation with Antoine Barraud, Le Jardin des
Fauves, p. 68-71
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“Going up that river was like travelling back to the earliest beginnings of

the world, when vegetation rioted on the earth and the big trees were kings.
An empty stream, a great silence, an impenetrable forest. The air was warm,
thick, heavy, sluggish. There was no joy in the brilliance of sunshine. The long
stretches of the waterway ran on, deserted, into the gloom of overshadowed
distances. On silvery sandbanks hippos and alligators sunned themselves side
by side. The broadening waters flowed through a mob of wooded islands; you
lost your way on that river as you would in a desert, and butted all day long
against shoals, trying to find the channel, till you thought yourself bewitched
and cut off forever from everything you had known once -somewhere- far
away in another existence perhaps. There were moments when one’s past
came back to one, as it will sometimes when you have not a moment to
spare to yourself; but it came in the shape of an unrestful and noisy dream,
remembered with wonder amongst the overwhelming realities of this strange
world of plants, and water, and silence. And this stillness of life did not in the
least resemble a peace. It was the stillness of an implacable force brooding over
an inscrutable intention. It looked at you with a vengeful aspect.”
Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness

“In criticism and in interviews, what is said about films is often very

impressionistic. We do not talk about the concrete, we do not really talk about
the film. We approach the ideas that are in the film or at the origin of the film,
sociological or political aspects, but we do not speak about what interests me
the most: a film is made of images and sounds and we pass often beside that.
Almost all subjects are potentially interesting, but what matters is the way in
which they are directed. I have the impression that is the most interesting to
talk about, because it poses the stakes, it illustrates the questions that arise
when we make a film. That said, there are many aspects of these decisions,
these desires that are of the order of the inexplicable, which defy Cartesian
logic. Nor do I believe in a «magical» intuition that would make everything go
off like that, miraculously, a coming breath that illuminates thought, making
things clear. It exists a little, it’s true, but we think about it a lot before.”
João Pedro Rodrigues in conversation with Antoine Barraud, Le Jardin des
Fauves, p. 68-71
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“(…) a checklist of influences hardly does justice to Rodrigues’s

unpredictability, his knack for balancing a multitude of paradoxical tones and
registers. (...) The movies of João Pedro Rodrigues might be seen as attempts
to film the unfilmable. Their ineffable subject is desire in all its guises (and
disguises), and their modus operandi is to follow that desire to its logical — or
illogical — ends. (...) Rodrigues could have positioned himself as a cerebral
purveyor of queer eroticism—doing so would probably have lent traction to
his international career—but as a chronicler and connoisseur of desire, he
gravitates to urges that are tangled and mysterious, hard to classify or even
fathom.”
Dennis Lim , Unspeakable Desire, on the films of João Pedro Rodrigues, 2010

“Tu estás livre e eu estou livre

“You are free and I am free

tu estás só e eu mais só estou
que tu tens o meu olhar
tens a minha mão aberta
à espera de se fechar
nessa tua mão deserta

You’re alone and I’m even more alone
And you got my stare
You have my hand opened
Waiting for it to close
On your deserted hand

vem que o amor não é o tempo
nem é o tempo que o faz
vem que o amor é o momento
eu que eu me dou
em que te dás

Come, cause love isn’t the time
And it isn’t the time that makes it
Come, cause love is the moment
When I give myself
When you give yourself

tu que buscas companhia
e eu que busco quem quiser
ser o fim desta energia
ser um corpo de prazer
ser o fim de mais um dia

You that are searching for company

e há uma noite para passar
porque não vamos unidos
porque não vamos ficar
na aventura dos sentidos

And there’s a night to pass
Why don’t we go together?
Why don’t we stay
In the adventure of the senses?

And I that I’m looking for someone who wants

To be the end of this energy
To be a body of pleasure
To be the end of another day
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tu continuas à espera
do melhor que já não vem
e a esperança foi encontrada
antes de ti por alguém
e eu sou melhor que nada

You are still waiting
For the best, that isn’t coming
That hope was found
Before you by someone
And I’m better than nothing at all

vem que o amor não é o tempo
nem é o tempo que o faz
vem que o amor é o momento
eu que eu me dou
em que te dás”

Come, cause love isn’t the time
And it isn’t the time that makes it
Come, cause love is the moment
When I give myself
When you give yourself”
António Variações, Canção do Engate, 1984
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Jumana Manna (1987) is a Palestinian artist currently based

in Berlin. Working mainly with sculpture and film, the artist explores the ways
in which power is articulated through relationships. Her films weave together
fact and fiction, biographical and archival materials in order to investigate
the constructions of national and historical narratives. Borders, distance and
proximity are also key to Manna’s film work – as a Palestinian born in the
US, raised in Jerusalem and who has studied in Oslo and Los Angeles, the
artist brings to her work her experience of displacement and not belonging.
In recent projects, Manna has also explored the ways in which economic,
political and interpersonal forms of power condition architectural sites as
well as human and plant life. Manna has a particular interest in the erasures
that accompany various modern scientific preservation practices; her projects
challenge the binary constructions of a pure and unchanging heritage on the
one hand, and the embrace of innovation on the other.

“Can the world be programmed for ‘undo’?”
Elaine Gan, Seed Vault: Freezing Life for Doomsday

“Jean Luc Nancy talks about the difference between listening and seeing.

He talks about listening as making resonant, whilst seeing is about making
evident. When you make something evident, you see it, but it’s something that
is outside you, you witness it in front of you. When you hear something you
have to understand it because it’s going into you, it’s becoming part of you.
Listening collapses this division of self and other, or of singular and plural, or
inside and outside.”
Jumana Manna in conversation with Kattie Guggenheim,
Chisenhale Gallery London, September 2015.
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“What does all this – magic, scientific mastery, agribusiness and archives

– have to do with filmmaking? Here we might turn to the anthropologist
Michael Taussig who, in the aptly titled The Corn Wolf (2015), writes of the
relationship between the anthropologist’s fieldwork and their subsequent
“writing work”, with the latter “[involving] magical projections from and
through words into people and events. Further to this, he introduces what he
calls “agribusiness writing”, which “knows no wonder” and “wants mastery”
– a “mode of production (see Marx) that conceals the means of production,
assuming writing as information to be set aside from… the art of the
storyteller”. And yet, as above, let us not indulge in oppositions: before we too
quickly presume that agribusiness writing is the simple opposite of the magic
of art and storytelling, we read: “I have long felt that agribusiness writing is
more magical than magic ever could be.” In other words, that the supposed
rationality of science and the capitalist mode of production has managed to
demystify the wonder and magic of the world around us to the point of this
demystification or mastery itself being a form of magic – a techno-scientific
wizardry, if you will. Therefore, “what is required is to counter the purported
realism of agribusiness writing with apotropaic writing as countermagic,
apotropaic from the ancient Greek meaning the use of magic to protect one
from harmful magic.” Unlike agribusiness writing, if there is a “mastery”
that such apotropaic writing aims for, it is “the mastery of non-mastery”: a
mastering or endless perfecting of the art of conveying that there are some
things that cannot – and should not – be mastered or captured.””
Sheila Skeikh, Planting Seeds: The Fires of War

“Between constructed binaries, Manna chooses neither. Instead, she seeks to

tear down – or at least render fluid – the cultural and epistemological border
that separates each side of the coin. Across both films, the question is: what
if heritage and the so-called traditional or authentic (and all the complex
attendant senses of belonging and self-determination, together with the
acts of violence and exclusions that these so often entail) were that which is
living, adaptable and open to advancement or technological modification? In
other words, what if inheritance entailed a necessary betrayal? An opening to
alterity (be this technical, or more generally, diversity and plurality)?”
Sheila Skeikh, Planting Seeds: The Fires of War
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Maria Augusta Ramos was born in the aftermath

of the military coup in Brazil, in 1964. Since her first documentary, Ramos
has been systematically trying to depict and peer into Brazilian institutions,
notably the judicial and penal system of the country – with its courtrooms,
police forces and detention houses. Working within an observational and non
interventionist cinema tradition, Ramos refuses interviews, narration or other
editorializing input. Standing apart from a certain trend in Brazilian Cinema
to explore and spectacularize issues related to urban violence and criminality,
Ramos takes an indoor approach, pursuing what she calls the “Theater of
Justice”. In doing so, the spatial similarity between courtrooms and stages
is not ignored by the filmmaker, neither the performative aspects of judges
and prosecutors. Her preference for indoor spaces – even though not a rule
– may be also related to the importance the filmmaker – a former student of
musicology and electro acoustic music – gives to formal composition.

“Sérgio Machado [former CEO of Transpetro, the largest oil and gas transport
company in Brazil] – That’s the scheme. Now, how to do it? Because we
won’t get immunity, no way we will. We must assure she [Dilma Rousseff,
Brazil’s president at the time] is out, otherwise it’s a danger. And fuck… An
institutional solution takes too long, don’t you think?

Romero Jucá [former senator, leader of MDB, the party of Michel Temer, vicepresidente of Dilma Roussef who took over after she was impeached.] – It must
happen in three or four months at the most. The country can’t take more than
that, no.
Machado – Boy, the easiest solution is an agreement to appoint Michel
[president of the Republic] as part of a grand national pact.
Jucá – …with the Supreme Court and everyone.
(…)
Jucá – I spoke yesterday with some ministers of the Supreme Court. The guys
say ‘oh, it’s only possible [….inaudible] without her [Dilma Roussef]. As long as
she’s there, the press, the guys who want her out, the fucking thing [corruption
investigations involving politicians] will never stop. Understood? So … I’m
talking to the generals, military commanders. Everything is quiet, the guys say
they will guarantee it. They are monitoring the MST [Brazil Landless Worker’s
Movement], I don’t know what else to do, not to disturb.
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Machado – Here is what I think: the solution [for Dilma] is either a license or
resignation. The license is smoother. Michel forms a government of national
unity, makes a grand pact, protects Lula, protects everyone. Calm returns to
this country, no one can take it anymore.”
Conversation between Machado and Jucá recorded in March 2016, a few
weeks before the lower house voted to install the process of impeachment of
Dilma Roussef. Jucá became a minister in Temer “interim” administration.
The recording of the conversation, amounting to nearly 75 minutes, was
leaked on May 23 of the same year.

““No,” said the priest, “you don’t need to accept everything as true, you only

have to accept it as necessary.” “Depressing view,” said K. “The lie made into
the rule of the world.””
Franz Kafka, The Trial

So What ?
I made the newssheets rustle, opening
Their eyes that blinked.
And suddenly
From every frontier
trie gunpowder smell
Came stinging home to me.
For those past twenty
it is nothing new
To grow where tempests rage.
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We are not glad,
Of course, but then what cause
Have we got to be sad?
The seas of history
are rough.
These threats,
these wars, well brave,
And break into the open,
cutting them
As a keel cleaves
the wave.
Maiakovsky, 1927

Here is what I say: watch my films. My view on the judicial system and
the impeachment is given and revealed in the 137 minutes of The Process.
Answering this question would be to summarize my view of the judicial
system in one or two sentences; this would be a reduction of reality. I cannot
do that; to portray this system with the complexity inherent to it, I need to
make a movie. If there is a premise in my cinema, it is not to spectacularize,
ridiculize, nor trivialize.”
Maria Augusta Ramos in conversation with Heloisa Eterna,
published on the website acriatura.com.br - June 2018

“The media circus and fake news had a big impact on the US elections. Do you
think this was the case in Rousseff ’s impeachment?

Absolutely. Absolutely. I mean, that’s why I think the films are so necessary,
to counter this, to build a counter-narrative, to show that there are other
narratives possible. A lot of fake news. A lot of fake news. A lot of distortion of
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the truth. A lot of cloudy explanation about the charges, for example – it was
a very Kafka-esque process. At some point, nobody knew what was going to
happen. Nobody knew why she was being impeached.”
Maria Augusta in conversation with Jenny Karakaya,
published on the website lrmonline.com

“Making and editing a movie requires choices; choices on how and where to

cut, on the protagonists... Each cut is ethic and aesthetic. Aesthetic because it
has a function within a formal structure. (...) But any decision, like whether or
not to include a certain sentence, or the duration of a take... those are ethical
and aesthetical decisions. Ethical because it is ethics. Because I would never
do something that would be contrary to the facts. Of course there is no single
truth. But there is the truth of the facts. I’m not going to edit something that
goes against what really happened. (...) I am interested in portraying human
relations, both power and social relations. How one individual interacts with
another; the environment in which one lives: society, family, institutions. I am
interested in recording the father and son relationship; judge and defendant;
police and community. To document how the speeches are given and to reflect
on the Brazilian society by filming these relations. My movies do not rely on
interviews because what incites me are these human interactions. This allows
me to make the movies I want to make; the ones of observation.”
Maria Augusta Ramos in an interview with Heloisa Eterna,
published on the website acriatura.com.br
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Nicolás Pereda (1982) was born in Mexico and currently lives
between Mexico City, Toronto and New York. In a meticulous, minimalist
and carefully formalist cinematography that frequently resorts to long
takes, Pereda intertwines elements of narrative and documentary cinema.
Predominantly set in his native country, his films delve into Mexican class
structure through family and friendship dynamics. A sense of community
pervades all his films, as the artist usually works with the same group of
performers, most notably Gabino Rodrigues and Teresa Sánches, who appear,
film after film, under their own name and in an ever shifting configuration of
relationships. The recurring presence of the same performers as well as the
repetition of themes and social environment set a cinematic play of repetition
and variation that seem to connect all his films. Pereda is also a professor at
the State University of New Jersey. In the past 10 years, he has directed more
than ten features; his film Summer of Goliath was awarded the Orizzonti prize
at the Venice Film Festival. Pereda has also made films in collaboration with
Andrea Bussman and Jacob Secher Schulsinger.

“Cinema is a game. Like any game, it has rules that we impose. Those rules
create a framework. Within that framework we move freely. When we are
able to step outside this framework with subtlety and precision, we can be
surprised. This process expands the framework and makes the game more
complex. What interests me lies in this expansion.”

Nicolás Pereda

“Perpetuum mobile, Latin for “perpetual motion,” refers to both the

unattainable ideal of a self-motive motion of bodies that continues as
an unspooling of inconsequential events without external motivation or
compulsion, and to a form of composition in which sections and themes
are repeated, often with varied modulations and progressions. Perpetuum
mobile is also the title of Nicolás Pereda’s third feature film, and the phrase, in
both senses, could as well be applied to describe his body of work as a whole.
First, because Pereda wholeheartedly rejects the conventional narrative logic
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that represents the actions of men according to the laws of probability or
necessity, and instead seems to focus his attention on what has traditionally
been asserted as its opposite: the observation of the mundane world of
everyday lives. A world of lackluster prosaicness in which nothing much
happens, taking place in an empty, stationary time in which gestures have
no continuation or effect and exchanges are either unproductive or rendered
trivial by a consciousness of their futility. Secondly, because each of Pereda’s
films tends to resonate with the others through the use of repeated themes and
the same actors, playing characters who often have the same names, placed
in an ever-shifting configuration of relationships to one another and their
social environment, which is predominantly set in Pereda’s country of birth,
Mexico.”
Stretch from the introduction of Nicolás Pereda’s retrospective ,
Courtisane Festival, 2016.

“[For Goldberg Variations] we have to thank the instigation of the former

Russian ambassador to the electoral court of Saxony, Count Kaiserling, who
often stopped in Leipzig and brought there with him the aforementioned
Goldberg, in order to have him given musical instruction by Bach. The Count
was often ill and had sleepless nights. At such times, Goldberg, who lived in
his house, had to spend the night in an antechamber, so as to play for him
during his insomnia. … Once the Count mentioned in Bach’s presence that he
would like to have some clavier pieces for Goldberg, which should be of such
a smooth and somewhat lively character that he might be a little cheered up by
them in his sleepless nights. Bach thought himself best able to fulfill this wish
by means of Variations, the writing of which he had until then considered an
ungrateful task on account of the repeatedly similar harmonic foundation.”
Johann Nikolaus Forkel, in the first biography of Bach to be written: Ueber
Johann Sebastian Bachs Leben (1802), translation from: Kirkpatrick R (1938).

“In Pereda’s cinema, repetition governs the mise-en-scène and gives shape

to a wide-ranging curiosity. It might involve the repeated reading of a letter
by different characters trivial yet inexplicable act; or getting into a van on
two consecutive occasions, which seems to violate the diegetic logic of the
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action, the variations in the articulation of a political idea in the mouths of
different people heard at different times; or more directly, the recreation of
all of the motifs of his films in one single film. Yet it is always about the same
thing: finding that act that stands out, a gesture or moment that breaks up the
asphyxiating and unproductive circle.”
Roger Koza, Virtuous Repetitions, 2014

“Some people think they [the actors] are nonprofessionals, but yes, they’re

all professional. In a given year, Gabino will appear in seven films. I met all of
them socially. I wanted to work with them because we knew each other. Before
I cast Gabino, I’d never seen him act. I met him when he was a production
assistant for a play; someone had told me he was an actor. Later he introduced
me to his theater company. They’re called Lagartijas tiradas al sol. We were all
friends before they appeared in my second film, and being on set didn’t change
our relationship. In that film they all appear as themselves—it’s about how they
move, how they speak, the words they choose. For the past five years they’ve
been doing documentary theater, so their acting is based on real-life stuff that
they then fictionalize—they all play different characters, but at some point
they return to themselves. There’s always representation, even if they’re dealing
with real life, and they’re really good at handling that back and forth. They also
understand that in my films I’m not asking them to act.”
Nicolás Pereda in conversation with Gerardo Naranjo, BOMB magazine.

“In that case,” I resolutely said to him, “your name is Jorge Luis Borges. I too
am Jorge Luis Borges. We are in 1969, in the city of Cambridge.”

““No,” he answered in my own, slightly distant, voice, “I am here in Geneva,

on a bench, a few steps from the Rhône.” Then, after a moment, he went on:
“It is odd that we look so much alike, but you are much older that I, and you
have gray hair.””
Jorge Luis Borges, The Other, 1972
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“I’ve always struggled with what it means to create a character. It’s as if

characters were these living entities that you don’t know very well and
therefore you can’t define easily. There are many ways to define your friends
and family members, but none of them are concrete, don’t you think? So the
school that believes in ‘building character’ presupposes that you can define a
person in one page. But beyond the academic part of how to do it, there’s this
underlying assumption that a character is definable. The idea in cinema is that
you can understand why characters behave the way they do based on your
knowledge of their pasts and their lives in general. And also that personality
determines a character’s actions. We don’t have access to this type of thing in
real life.””
Nicolás Pereda in conversation with Gerardo Naranjo, BOMB magazine.

“Cinema is about believing. On some level you have to believe what is

happening in front of you… I find it strange that there is still this division
between fiction and documentary. Both are interpretations of truth. When
you grab a few tools from documentary and introduce them into fiction,
then fiction can become more ‘real’ in viewers minds. I like when fiction
and documentary become hybrid, when all the conventions of documentary
filmmaking fall apart. Right now documentary has a strong hold on truth,
which is ridiculous.”
Nicolás Pereda, quoted in the presentation of his retrospective at Courtisane
Festival, 2016.

“The only real thing here is heat, and you can try to make a sensorial film all

you want, but you’ll never feel hot just by watching your movie. You would be
better off staying outside the movie theatre and enjoying the sun. Cinema is
not good for that. You can only film light, and in this part of the world, there is
only darkness.”
C.B
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“What I would like to do is build a cinema in a cave or an abandoned mine,

and film the process of its construction. That film would be the only film
shown in the cave. The projection booth would be made out of crude timbers,
the screen carved out of a rock wall and painted white, the seats could be
boulders. It would be a truly “underground” cinema…”
Robert Smithson, A Cinematic Atopia
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Sirah Foighel Brutmann & Eitan Efrat,

both born in 1983 in Tel Aviv, have been living in Brussels and working
in collaboration for several years. Brutmann studied Choreography and
Performance at PARTS (Performing Arts Research and Training Studios)
in Brussels and Efrat graduated at VAV – moving image department, at
the Gerrit Rietveld Academie, in Amsterdam. Together, they founded the
production company Til Far, which produces video art and dance projects,
and they are also part of the artist-run collective Messidor together with
Pieter Geenen and Meggy Rustamova. Their audiovisual practice focuses on
the performative aspects of the moving image. They work on the spatial and
durational potentialities of reading – moving and still – images, exploring the
relations between spectatorship and history and the temporality of narratives
and memory. Their work has been shown in film festivals such as IDFA,
Rotterdam, Courtisane, New Horizons, and on ARTE/WDR. With works
produced by Auguste Orts and Argos and awarded at Images and Oberhausen
festivals.

EXCAVATION AND MEMORY

“Language has unmistakably made plain that memory is not an instrument

for exploring the past, but rather a medium. It is the medium of that which is
experienced, just as the earth is the medium in which ancient cities lie buried.
He who seeks to approach his own buried past must conduct himself like a
man digging. Above all, he must not be afraid to return again and again to the
same matter; to scatter it as one scatters earth, to turn it over as one turns over
soil. For the “matter itself ” is no more than the strata which held their longsought secrets only to the most meticulous investigation. That is to say, they
held those images that, severed from all earlier associations, reside as treasures
in the sober rooms of our later insights – like torsos in a collector’s gallery. It is
undoubtedly useful to plan excavations methodically. Yet no less indispensable
is the cautious probing of the spade in the dark loam. And the man who
merely makes an inventory of his findings, while failing to establish the exact
location of where in today’s ground the ancient treasures have been stored up,
cheats himself of his richest prize. In this sense, for authentic memories, it is
far less important that the investigator report on them than that he mark, quite
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precisely, the site where he gained possession of them. Epic and rhapsodic
in the strictest sense, genuine memory must therefore yield an image of the
person who remembers, in the same way a good archeological report not only
informs us about the strata from which its findings originate, but also gives an
account of the strata which first had to be broken through.”
Walter Benjamin, Selected Writings 2:2, p. 576, September 30, 1659.

“The number of cameras in circulation in the world is growing ceaselessly

while the number of people not exposed to their presence is steadily
diminishing. Even if the distribution of cameras is not constant from one
geographical area to another, and even if there are zones, like disaster zones
for instance, where the subjects of disaster are sentenced to be photographed
rather than to photograph themselves, the omnipresence of the camera is
a growing potential. The increased number of cameras together with their
increased potential presence all over enables the camera to operate, as it
were, even when it is not physically present by virtue of the doubt that exists
with respect to its overt or covert presence, its capacities for inscription and
surveillance. There are no accurate estimates concerning the density of the
distribution of cameras in various sites nor concerning their effects when
they are trained upon us or, conversely, concerning their influence when
they are not in use. But it is easy to surmise that these influences are just as
considerable in their effect as is the formal productive capacity of the camera,
that is to say, the capacity to produce pictures. One of the most obvious of
these effects is the camera’s ability to create a commotion in an environment
merely by being there—the camera can draw certain happenings to itself as if
with a magnet or even bring them into being, while it can also distance events,
disrupt them or prevent them from occurring. The camera has the capacity
through its sheer presence to set all of these effects in motion without even
taking even a single shot. Nor are such influences contingent on the actual
pictures produced. We mostly encounter cameras in a state of temporary rest.
But even when we see them in action, we seldom have the ability to track
the images that they produce, with the exception of the one or two cameras
which we might own or which might belong to our relatives. In this respect,
despite the growth in the diffusion of cameras, most of us do not have the
privilege of seeing the images they produce. Conversely, the majority of the
many photographs we see every day appear devoid of any connection to the
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camera that might have photographed them. In the majority of cases, we are
not the photographed persons of these photographs and are consequently not
perturbed by the possibility of their circulation. But in places where people
are irredeemably exposed to photograph, as is the case in disaster zones, the
photographs which they do not see are generally photographs of themselves.
For many such individuals, this is the very essence of photography. The
camera is a tool that promises a picture that they will never see.”
Ariella Azoulay, Photography, Mafte’akh 2e /2011, p.71-72

“Liquid crystals invaded human life. Liquid crystal watches clasped onto

wrists. Calculators awaited finger prods. Liquid crystals were harnessed to
tasks of measurement and calculation. Ten they found their way into screens,
for personal computers, laptops, consoles and flat-screen televisions. Liquid
crystals turned in this period, following the Second World War, from being
visioned, though the microscope, to becoming part of the visual field. They
make possible the screens.
(…)
The electro-optical characteristics of liquid crystals were harnessed and
the liquid crystal display screen came into being, boosted by significant
commercial interests. On its flatness, through the power of electricity, liquid
crystals began to dance and so produce ever more animate and colourful
forms. Sandwiched in cells between crossed polarizing flm on glass and
backed by a mirror and a form of lumination, the liquid crystals align
themselves with electric felds, twisting and untwisting this way and that, in
response to voltage stimulus and withdrawal. Te liquid crystal is harnessed in
the machine. It is not its own vivid and shifting colours and animated swirls
that display on the screen. Te liquid crystals are switches. Their activity is an
electrical stimulus for a mathematical combination of red, green and blue,
switched on and of predictably. The light that the liquid crystal polarizes
interacts with sub-pixels of red, green and blue, bringing forth all the colours,
alongside the near enough blackness necessary for an image to appear on the
screen.
Esther Leslie, Liquid Crystals, 2016, p. 203-204
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No longer does the dream reveal a blue horizon. The dream has grown
gray. The gray coating of dust on things is its best part. Dreams are now a
shortcut to banality. Technology consigns the outer image of things to a long
farewell, like banknotes that are bound to lose their value. It is then that the
hand retrieves this outer cast in dreams and, even as they are slipping away,
makes contact with familiar contours. It catches hold of objects at their most
threadbare and timeworn point. This is not always the most delicate point:
children do not so much clasp a glass as snatch it up. And which side does an
object turn toward dreams? What point is its most decrepit? It is the side worn
through by habit and patched with cheap maxims. The side which things turn
toward the dream is kitsch.”
Walter Benjamin, Walter Benjamin’s Archive, p. 65

“Dani hello,
We understand that you wish to send us more material about White
Square. We’re looking forward to receiving it, thank you. Meanwhile we are
making some progress.
We wanted to ask you about the origin of the name of the hill, on which
White Square is situated. As you might know it’s commonly (yet unofficially)
called “Watermelon Hill” in Arabic.
We presume that the Arabic name is linked to the Palestinian village
Salame, that up until 1948 was located few hundred meters south of the hill.
However, we couldn’t find any information indicating that the hill was part of
the lands of Salame nor that they grew watermelons there.
We do know that during the fifties the hill was covered with giant cactuses
(that probably couldn’t have grown within only a few years).
Would you perhaps have more information about the origin of the name?
Looking forward to hearing from you!
All the best, Sirah and Eitan.
*
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Hello dear Sirah and Eitan,
As for the origin of the name of the hill, I didn’t know that it was covered
with cactuses, nor did I know about the link to Salame, which is by the way,
reasonable.
What I do know is that watermelons indeed grew on the hill, probably
planted by the owner of the hill. I also know that the hill is called “Ficus Hill”,
for the ancient Ficus trees that grow there.
Today there’s a park on the hill, as you know, a lovely park in my opinion,
that was designed by the landscape-architect Zvi Dekel. He was the one who
invited me to build White Square on top of the hill. The rest you have in the
interview we did.
If I may ask, what are you planning to do concerning White Square? I’d
love to know. I think you told me already but in my age I tend to forget.
I wish you success and all the best,
Yours, Dani.”
Gathering Series: Orientation, Sirah Foighel Brutmann and Eitan Efrat, 2015

“Spanish Journey
December 9. I arrived December 6th. In the train I had made a mental
note of the name and address of a hotel in case there should be nobody
waiting for me at the station. (At the border they had made me pay extra to
travel first class, claiming there were no more seats in second.) I was relieved
that there was no one there to see me emerge from the sleeping car. But there
was no one at the platform gate either. I was not overly upset.”
Walter Benjamin, Walter Benjamin’s Archive, p. 79
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